
Preface
The first 2007 issue is constituted of papers dealing with the subject of modern trends in the
development of microwave techniques, antenna and satellite technology. The significant clus-
ter of papers covers the field of smart, ring and phased array antennas and their applications
and equipment, as well as issues connected with satellites and radars.

The future wireless systems have to be equipped with multiband and wideband smart antennas
in order to provide high speed data transmission and avoid undesired interference. The beam-
forming techniques used in the narrowband systems are unsuitable for wideband counterparts
as they cause such adverse effects as main beam squinting and null shifting. The use of the
radar adapting wideband beam and null steering methods is unattractive for communication
systems because of both, high complexity and the cost of the systems. In order to overcome
this obstacle, the fully spatial wideband beam forming techniques can be applied in designing
of the wideband smart antennas. In the paper by M. Uthansakul and M. E. Bialkowski,
a smart array antenna with the capability of beam steering in azimuth over a wide frequency
band using only spatial signal processing, is presented. In this array, only constant real-value
weighting coefficients, realized using amplifier or attenuator, are used to form a desired
radiation pattern. Another solution to increase the amount of data to be transferred as well
as the increase of bit rates is presented in the paper by S. Kozłowski et al. The results of
simulation of a MIMO system comprising phased array antennas in all receiving branches
are shown in this paper. Bit error rate (BER) of two systems using different detection
methods was examined in order to determine phased array antennas applicability. It has
been shown that using the phase array can significantly improve the communication system
performance.

Example of compact planar antenna for multiband system, among others, for WLAN, is
presented in the paper by A. Miskiewicz and M. Kitliński. The designed antenna is matched
in the bands of HiperLAN1/2 and IEEE 802.11b/g standards. Due to the application of the
new feeding technique, it is possible to design and implement antennas which could operate
in multi-standard terminals. The paper by M. Hornik et al., presents the results of an
optimization into patch antenna elements that would be capable of providing good circular
polarization not only in the broadside direction, but also over a wide range of elevation
angles. The optimized patches are to be used mostly in space communications, polarimetric
measurements and in radio interface of wireless services. The paper by M. Khruslov
and V. Pazynin presents the novel coaxial monopole antenna with additional element as
a second metal screen. It was found that the different conical radiation patterns can be



formed by variations of both, the distance between these screens and the additional screen
dimensions. This kind of antenna can be considered as a promising candidate for various
practical applications, e.g., as a single radiator or an array composite element.

Another important area, where modern microwave antennas are used, is the radar technology.
Radars can be used in many security applications to detect and track intruders and also in
the remote sensing applications to create high resolution images of the Earth, the Moon
and other planets’ surface. The paper by R. Rytel-Andrianik describes the use of classical
continuous wave radar to estimate not only the target position and velocity but also the target
acceleration. The paper by B. Dawidowicz and K. Kulpa covers combinely two hot topics:
space technology and radar technology. This paper presents the possibility of designing and
manufacturing of cheap space-borne synthetic aperture radar for 3D mapping of the Moon
surface. The radar was designed for student satellite under SSETI-ESMO project.

The space research and space technology are the subjects of the next few papers. The student’s
involvement with space technology is described in the paper on SSETI Express satellite
misssion by K. Kardach and D. Wydymus. The Express satellite was the first students’
satellite ever launched. The satellite was constructed and financed entirely by students groups
cooperating in SSETI initiatives. The problem of constructing the cheap satellite is also
described in the paper Technologies for low costs small satellites. The times when the budget
for huge satellites was almost unlimited, are over. Now, it is necessary to work out cheap, but
reliable technology for satellite missions, especially if formation flight is a required feature.
The formation satellite flights are required for both, optical and microwave interferometer
missions, for creating precise 2D and 3D images of the Earth surface and also for deep-space
exploration. The problem of the precise controlling over the formation flights is the subject
of the paper by R. Wawrzaszek and M. Banaszkiewicz. In order to glimpse the results of
satellite experiments, remotely taken images and collect other data it is necessary to construct
the radio-links networks covering almost the whole planet. Building the professional radio-
station for satellite communication is a difficult, time- and money-consuming task. The
paper by M. Stolarski and W. Winiecki presents the concept of cheap radio amateur net for
communication with satellites. The final paper in the space field deals with the problem of
“proper disposal” of old satellites – which is, their interception. This process is described
in the paper Interception of a free-rotating satellite: an autonomous rendezvous scenario.

Rapid technological progress in the field of SiGe HBT technology has also found its reflection
in the areas of interests of the authors, as it allows to rethink and apply silicon technology also
for the millimeter wave applications. With its use, M. Krčmar et al. proposed a wideband
amplifier achieving more than 10 dB gain over 20–50 GHz band with noise lower than 9 dB
and acceptable power consumption. It is the highest gain-bandwidth product ever reported
for monolithic SiGe HBT amplifier. Another hot area is still MEMS technologies, which
are presented in the first paper providing information on the new type of an RF MEMS
capacitors with dual-gap height architecture for continuous tuning with low-resisting loss
and a large tuning range at 30 GHz. The paper by A. Shutko et al., covering the subject of
remote sensing microwave technology for monitoring and emergency mapping of areas of
water seepage and high groundwaters, deserves particular attention. The passive microwave
radiometry (PMR) is based on spectral measurements and is the only technology which
takes these measurements under the earth’s surface. This noteworthy method, proposed by
the authors, helps to monitor water seepage and undergrounds waters fast and reliably.

The guest editor would like to take this opportunity and express his thanks to the authors
and reviewers who made efforts to delve into various issues of technological interests and
presented the results of their research in terms of practical application.

Józef Modelski
Guest Editor
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Abstract— The design, fabrication and measurement of a con-

tinuously tunable RF MEMS capacitor is described. The

capacitor’s dual gap height architecture allows for electro-

static tuning with low resistive loss and a large tuning range.

A new dual tuning scheme is introduced for use with two volt-

age sources. This dual tuning, coupled with a stress-induced

bridge, is used to reach further device tuning. Measurements

indicate a continuously tunable capacitance range of 6.2:1

with a quality factor over 50 at 30 GHz for 310 fF.

Keywords— electromechanical systems (MEMS), varactors, ca-

pacitors, Q factor.

1. Introduction

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have demon-

strated excellent characteristics as microwave circuit com-

ponents. In particular, switches and capacitors have proven

to have excellent radio frequency (RF) specifications due to

the low loss and inherent mechanical tunability of MEMS

structures [1]. While most MEMS variable capacitors re-

ported have been developed as digitally-switched capac-

itors, continuously tunable capacitors are often benificial

where high tuning range is required. Analog MEMS var-

actors can possibly offer an integration-friendly, low-loss

replacement for diode varactors, however, until recently,

MEMS varactors have suffered from poorer tuning range

than their diode counterparts.

Quite recently, a number of RF MEMS varactors have been

designed and fabricated for use at RF with excellent quality

factors at frequencies up to 40 GHz. A summary of recently

reported analog MEMS varactors is shown in Table 1, along

with the results of this work. As quality factor is dependant

on frequency and capacitance, the notable metric columns

are tuning range and equivalent series resistance (ESR).

Table 1

High-Q RF MEMS varactor comparison

Device
Frequency

[GHz]
Q Tuning Value

ESR

[Ω]

Dussopt [2] 34 95 1.5:1 80 fF 0.6

Borwick [3] 3 25 8.4:1 1.5 pF 1.42

Chen [4] 5 30 1.7:1 60 fF 17

Dec [5] 1 20 1.87:1 2.05 pF 3

Peroulis [6] 40 80 3:1 168 fF 0.3

This work 30 52 6.2:1 310 fF 0.34

2. Design

Electrostatic actuation of MEMS beams is easily amenable

to a tunable parallel plate capacitor design. While both

cantilever (single-fixed) and bridge (fixed-fixed) beam de-

signs have been utilized for MEMS capacitors, the bridge

design presents higher stable continuous tuning in its sim-

plest form [7] and is used as a basis for this work.

The stable continuous tuning range is limited in all sim-

ple electrostatic beam actuator designs. A flat, fixed beam,

with force applied at the center can only obtain a continu-

ous tuning range of 1.5:1, or 50%, before pull-in. However,

electrode placement can effect the pull-in deflection, both

by increasing the “beam stretching” [8] and using “beam

leveraging” [9]. This is done by placing the bottom DC

electrodes at the ends of the beam, rather than the cen-

ter. This alteration can increase the deflection at the beam

center to beyond 50% of the initial beam height.

Fig. 1. Planar MEMS bridge geometry isometric view.

A method for greater tuning has been implemented by the

authors in [10] using a two-layered bridge with dual gap

heights, shown in Fig. 1. This architecture avoids the pull-

in limitation by separating the capacitance plate gap (dc)
from the electrostatic electrode gap (de), as shown in Fig. 2.

Therefore, the pull-in deflection at the electrodes corre-

sponds to a larger deflection ratio at the capacitor. Elec-

trostatic electrodes at the ends of the beam also create the

leveraging and stretching effects. However, the tuning of

this device is still limited to 4:1 due to the compressive

beam stress and beam curvature under deflection, as dis-

cussed in Section 3.

This has led to a dual-tuning concept, which removes much

of the tuning limitation caused by the beam stress and non-

planarity, and in fact takes advantage of beam stress to

increase tuning range. The device, as fabricated, is shown

in Fig. 2. This figure also shows the adaptation of this

design to a coplanar waveguide shunt-ground configuration

variable capacitor. The signal conductor forms the bottom
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Fig. 2. High tuning dual-height stressed bridge capacitor profile.

plate of the capacitor, while the ground conductors are used

as the bottom electrodes for electrostatic actuation.

Actuation is controlled in two stages: the first stage is con-

trolled by applying a DC voltage from electrodes A to C,

with a common voltage on B and C to avoid attraction be-

tween these electrodes. The second stage then additionally

adds potential difference between electrodes B and C to

fully tune the device. Chrome silicide resistive lines can

be used to connect DC voltages to B and C, as they supply

RF isolation. A thin layer of oxide is used to insulate the

top and bottom electrodes, as well as create an RF short,

Cb, between the large top metal anchors and the bottom

ground conductor. The design of the capacitor must ensure

that the outer electrode length, oxide height, and bridge

gap heights are such that the bridge deflection allows for

full tuning and bridge center contact before pull-in. These

design details are verified using an electromechanical sim-

ulator, as discussed in the following section. Furthermore,

this design allows for secondary tuning, as also discussed

more fully in Section 3.

As shown in Fig. 2, reliability is increased by introducing

a small gap in the bottom A electrode at the bridge an-

chor. This removes the attractive force at the anchor and

decreases the bridge deflection at the anchor corner, pre-

venting the bridge from weakening or failing after repeated

cycles.

3. Modeling and simulation

Dynamic 3D modeling of the MEMS device is performed

using the commercial software Coventorware. This allows

for simulation of the mechanical and electrical properties

of MEMS structures based on the stress, load, and electro-

static forces. Based on the device layout and the measured

stress of the thin films, the movement of the bridge can

be predicted for various actuation voltages. The geome-

try of the device and the bridge stress has warranted the

need for software simulation of the varactor operation, as

closed-form equation modeling has proven inaccurate.

Figure 3 shows the bridge geometry and deflections for 0 V,

30 V, 40 V and 50 V cases. For illustrative purposes, the

z-dimension has been scaled by a factor of 10. In this

figure, conductor A is grounded, while voltage is applied

to conductors B and C (with RF isolation between them).

Fig. 3. Stage 1 tuning: (a) VAC = 0 V; (b) VAC = 30 V; (c) VAC =
40 V; (d) VAC = 50 V. For all cases VBC = 0 V.

The 30 V case shows mid-range tuning of the device. The

40 V case shows the point at which the bridge comes in

contact with the oxide layer. Increasing the voltage further

causes the bridge to reach pull-in, as seen by the 50 V case.

Interestingly, this causes the beam to lift off the bottom

center plate in the middle, due to the intrinsic beam stress

and the force caused by the outer electrodes, and hence

lowers the capacitance.

The primary continuous tuning range of the capacitor in

this configuration is exhausted by varying the voltage on

the outer electrodes from 0 V to 40 V. The beam curva-

ture due to stress and deflection curls the top electrode to

prevent further tuning, as shown in Figs. 3c and 3d. Thus,

a new dual-tuning scheme is then introduced by applying

Fig. 4. Stage 2 tuning: (a) VCB =10 V; (b) VCB =25 V. For both

cases VAC = 40 V.
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additional voltage between electrodes B and C, which pulls

the bridge into the bottom capacitor plate, shown by Fig. 4.

The deformation of the bridge due to the outer electrodes

produces a nonlinear spring restoration force, allowing the

bridge to be significantly flattened before final pull-in.

This two-stage bridge deflection allows for a large tuning

range from a relatively simple capacitor structure. Also

note that the tuning range of the first stage can be further

increased by enlarging the gap height, de, at the conse-

quence of increased actuation voltage.

4. Fabrication

The fabrication process used in this project is a modified

custom process previously developed by the authors for the

fabrication of MEMS RF phase-shifters [10]. The devices

are built on a fused silica substrate using surface microma-

chining. Copper, with its high bulk conductivity, is ideal for

forming base conductors of a CPW layer and is deposited,

along with titanium adhesion layers and a gold oxidation

barrier, using DC magnetron sputtering. The copper lines

are then covered in 300 nm of PECVD oxide that serves

two purposes: it insulates the signal conductors from the

bridge, thus preventing a short-circuit at full bridge deflec-

tion, and creates a dielectric layer for a large capacitance

between the ground lines and the bridge anchor (Cb). This

oxide must be carefully processed to avoid dielectric break-

down during actuation. Optional CrSi2 resistive lines can

then be deposited and patterned, using a sputtering lift-off

process.

Fig. 5. Dual sacrificial layer height process: (a) expose top resist;

(b) develop top resist; (c) develop bottom resist and expose top

resist; (d) develop top resist; (e) develop sidewalls of top resist;

(f) deposit and pattern metal beam.

The bridge requires micromachining with two consecutive

sacrificial layers to obtain two different heights. The result-

ing bridge has a height of 950 nm over the center electrode

and oxide, and 2.5 µm over the side electrodes and oxide.

This unique process, as shown in Fig. 5, is critical to obtain

varactors with desirable tuning characteristics.

Aluminum is then deposited at low temperature and low

stress (< 50 MPa) to form the bridge metal. Figure 6

is an SEM picture of a single gap height bridge, demon-

strating the near-planar low compressive stress deposition

Fig. 6. SEM photograph of planar bridge.

technique. To increase the limits of elastic deformation,

molybdenum or copper is alloyed with the aluminum to

increase the hardness of the metal, minimizing the bridge

damage due to plastic deformations. The stress of this film

can then be manipulated by controlling the deposition vac-

uum and temperature, sputtering power, and post-deposition

annealing time and temperature. To complete the device,

the bridge is released and the structure is critically dried.

The final released structure is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Optical photograph of fabricated capacitor.

An alternative bridge material using electroplated copper

has also been fabricated. Near zero stress is possible us-
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ing this deposition method (< 10 MPa tensile), allowing

for measurement comparison to the aluminum-molybdenum

bridges.

All fabrication work was performed by the authors at the

Advanced Microfabrication Integration Facility (AMIF) at

the University of Calgary and at the Nanofab facility at the

University of Alberta.

5. Measurements

Measurements have been performed using an E8364A Ag-

ilent precision network analyzer (PNA) with the capaci-

tors in shunt-ground configuration. Due to the tolerances

of this equipment at lower frequencies and small capaci-

tances, Q values approaching and greater than 100 cannot

be determined with sufficient accuracy. The result of the

measurements of the capacitance versus tuning voltage is

shown in Fig. 8. The capacitance at 0 V is 310 fF, while

45 V gives 1.4 pF. Utilization of the second tuning stage

increases the capacitance to 1.93 pF by changing voltage B

by 25 V, to either 20 V or 70 V.

Fig. 8. Capacitance versus voltage with two tuning stages.

This shows a 4.5:1 tuning range using the 1st tuning stage,

and 6.2:1 total continuous and repeatable tuning range. The

0 V case gives C = 310 fF and Q = 50 and the 45 V case

gives C = 1.4 pF and Q = 10.6 at 30 GHz. This corresponds

to ESR = 0.34 Ω at 30 GHz for 0 V, and 0.36 Ω at a 45 V

deflection potential.

This two-stage tuning demonstrates an additional 37% de-

vice capacitance tuning in the second tuning stage. To

demonstrate the dependence on bridge compressive stress,

these measurements were compared to near zero-stress

bridges of electroplated copper. The electroplated copper

devices showed similar tuning in the first stage, however,

only an additional 7% tuning could be achieved in the sec-

ond tuning stage.

6. Conclusion

The successful design and custom fabrication of a high

tuning RF MEMS varactor utilizing a relatively simple

structure has been described. Simulations have also been

presented to explain the mechanical properties of the de-

vice. Measurements of this device indicate a quality factor

of 50 at 30 GHz, with an ESR below 0.4 Ω and large

continuous analog tuning range of 6.2:1 (Fig. 9). To our

knowledge, this demonstrates the largest tuning range of

any sub-1 Ω ESR varactor reported to date.

Fig. 9. Q-factor measurements.

This varactor may be useful in any application where a low

loss, large tuning varactor is required. Especially where

large resolution tuning is required, analog MEMS varactors

may be preferable to digitally switched MEMS variable ca-

pacitors, as digital capacitor network can quickly become

large and lossy when high capacitance resolution is re-

quired. Specifically, this varactor is suitable for applications

such as voltage controlled oscillators, phase shifters [10],

phased array and tunable reflect-array antennas [11], and

high-Q filters.
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Paper SiGe HBT wideband amplifier

for millimeter wave applications
Marko Krčmar, Nils Noether, and Georg Boeck

Abstract— A wideband amplifier up to 50 GHz has been im-

plemented in a 0.25 µµµm, 200 GHz fff ttt SiGe BiCMOS tech-

nology. Die size was 0.7×0.73 mm2. The two-stage design

achieves more than 11 dB gain over the whole 20 to 50 GHz

band. Gain maximum was 14.2 dB at 47.5 GHz. Noise figure

was lower than 9 dB up to 34 GHz and a current of 30 mA

was drawn from a 4 V supply. To the author’s best knowl-

edge this is the highest gain bandwidth product of a monolithic

SiGe HBT amplifier ever reported.

Keywords— wideband amplifier, HBT, SiGe, millimeter wave,

bipolar integrated circuits.

1. Introduction

Up to now compound semiconductors dominate the appli-

cations in the millimeter wave range. Rapid technological

progress in the field of SiGe HBT technology [1] allows

to re-think and to apply silicon technologies also for mil-

limeter wave applications. The SiGe BiCMOS technologies

allow integration of analog and digital parts, provide high

integration densities and save cost. The main purpose of

this work is the demonstration of the millimeter wave capa-

bilities of SiGe BiCMOS technologies. A broadband am-

plifier has been chosen for this reason. The main goal was

a gain greater than 10 dB up to 50 GHz and a bandwidth

as high as possible. Compared with narrow band designs,

the difficulties grow up significantly because of broadband

matching circuits and the lossy silicon substrate decreases

the overall performance. Because of these reasons only less

comparable work has been published so far. To our knowl-

edge SiGe HBT wideband amplifiers have been published

just in [2] (bandwidth = 10 GHz) and [3] (1–15 GHz).

2. Device technology

The circuit was fabricated in a commercially available SiGe

BiCMOS technology with ft = fmax = 200 GHz [4, 5].

Fig. 1. Schematic cross section of an HBT with elevated extrinsic

base.

The HBTs were designed for high performance at low cost.

The cross section of the structure is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Key features of the device technology are:

– elevated extrinsic base regions self-aligned to the

emitter window resulting in low base resistance;

– formation of the whole HBT structure in one active

area without shallow trench isolation between emitter

and collector contact resulting in low collector resis-

tance and small collector-substrate junction areas;

– device isolation without deep trenches resulting in

reduced process complexity and improved heat dissi-

pation.

The HBT module was fabricated in a BiCMOS process af-

ter gate patterning and gate spacer formation. During HBT

fabrication, CMOS regions are protected with a layer stack

that is opened over HBT regions. The HBT fabrication be-

gins with the formation of the collector wells by high-dose

ion implantation. The collector wells are laterally confined

by shallow trench regions. Next, the active collector re-

gion is defined by depositing and patterning on oxide layer.

A Si buffer layer, the SiGe:C base layer, and a Si cap layer

are grown in one epitaxial step. After epitaxy, a sacrificial

layer is deposited, and emitter windows are structured. An

additional inside spacer is formed before depositing and

structuring the As-doped emitter. Next, spacers are formed

at the emitter and the sacrificial layer is removed by wet

etching, followed by the self-aligned selective growth of the

B-doped extrinsic base. In a reference process without the

elevated base, the extrinsic base is formed by ion implan-

tation after emitter structuring as described in [4]. This

HBT structure provides low-capacitance isolation from the

substrate and low collector resistances.

3. Circuit design

Figure 2 shows the two-stage amplifier, implemented with

two cascode stages [6, 7]. Among different architectures

this topology has been found to be the best trade-off with

respect to gain and bandwidth. The first stage was im-

plemented with the goal of best noise performances. The

second one was designed for maximum power gain. Both

cascode stages are biased with VCC = 4 V and IC = 10 mA

and 20 mA, respectively.

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the realized chip. In-

put/output signal pads are on the left and right side, re-
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Fig. 2. Simplified schematic of the wideband amplifier.

spectively. The pad structure has been designed for stan-

dard GSG on-wafer probing. The three top pads provide

the biasing for the whole amplifier in a ground-VCC-ground

structure. The identical structure at the bottom side allows

the monitoring of the bias voltage. All DC-lines are RF-

shorted to ground wherever possible, in order to provide

a low ohmic ground for RF-signals. For example, the rel-

atively wide microstrip line in the middle of the chip is

a short circuited stub.

Fig. 3. The photograph of the realized chip.

Because the input impedance of a bipolar transistor shows

a dominant real part with week frequency dependence

a simple microstrip line was adequate to achieve acceptable

50 Ω-input matching over 20–50 GHz. On the contrary, the

output impedance of a bipolar transistor is strongly capaci-

tive and broadband matching is complicated. The solution

for this problem was a compensation microstrip line con-

nected in parallel to the output transistor (see Fig. 2). It

works as a resonator with a low Q factor and a high band-

width, neutralizing the parasitic capacitances of the tran-

sistor and allowing us to achieve a satisfying 50 Ω-output

matching in the 20–50 GHz band. This compensation line

not only allows for wideband output matching, but also

improves the stability of the amplifier at higher frequen-

cies. A short circuited stub was introduced between the two

stages in order to tune the gain flatness, because at the be-

ginning of the design process the gain at the low frequency

end of the band was significantly higher. Theoretically this

stub is an open circuit for 30 < f < 50 GHz. Besides

of decreasing the gain below 20 GHz we automatically re-

duced also the risk of instabilities at low frequencies. Once

again, microstrip lines were used instead of inductors [8],

which were not available, for DC-RF-decoupling. All mi-

crostrip lines were realized on the same metal level in order

to avoid the coupling between the lines as much as possi-

ble [8]. We chose hexagon-shaped signal pads in order to

reduce the capacitive coupling between pads and substrate.

The die size is 0.7× 0.73 mm2. For the biasing of the

cascode transistors a fixed potential provided by a simple

voltage divider has been used whereas the common emitter

transistors were fed by a diode/resistor combination pro-

viding a constant base current. This solution saves chip

size and provides at the same time satisfying temperature

stability, too.

Wherever possible, the first metal plane, used as ground,

was connected with the substrate by p-taps.

Thus, substrate coupling effects are effectively suppressed.

This p-taps behave like low ohmic conductors at high fre-

quencies. RF losses are minimized by this way.

4. Results

Seven chips have been characterized from the first wafer

run so far with respect to its RF performance. Power sup-

ply values and ambient temperature were in all cases 4 V,

30 mA and 25◦C, respectively. Figure 4 shows the S21

graphs of the ensemble of 7 dies. Besides of one curve we

can conclude to a remarkable uniformity and reliability of

the semiconductor process technology.

Fig. 4. Measured S21 of seven chips (VCC = 4 V).

Figures 5a to 5c represent both, measured (squares)

and simulated S-parameters. The maximum measured S21

achieved is 14.2 dB at 47.5 GHz and more than 11 dB were

measured between 20 and 50 GHz (Fig. 5a). Gain flatness

9
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Fig. 5. Simulated and measured: (a) power gain (VCC = 4 V);

(b) input return loss; (c) output return loss.

within the whole frequency band is about ±1.6 dB. At the

same time, the reverse isolation (not shown) is more than

40 dB from 20–50 GHz. Measured input (Fig. 5b) and

output (Fig. 5c) return losses are lower than 6.5 dB and

10 dB, respectively, from 20 to 50 GHz.

4.1. Noise

Noise behavior was measured between 30 and 34 GHz.

The band limitation was given by the measurement equip-

ment. Table 1 shows the results. From simulations a NF

of at least 1 dB lower was expected at these frequencies.

According to our simulations best noise values should

occur between 40 and 50 GHz in correlation with gain

maximum. In that range we expect experimental NF val-

Table 1

Measured noise figure

Frequency [GHz] NF [dB]

30 8.9

31 8.8

33 9.0

34 8.7

ues in the order of 7 to 7.5 dB corresponding to simulation

results of about 6 dB.

4.2. Gain compression

Gain compression was measured and biasing was VCC = 4 V

and IC = 10 mA and 20 mA, again. The measurements

were performed at 47.5 GHz, and an input 1 dB compres-

sion point of –10 dBm (Fig. 6) was found corresponding

to +3 dBm at the output. This value is slightly higher as

predicted by the simulations.

Fig. 6. Gain compression at 47.5 GHz.

The observed discrepancies between measured and simu-

lated results are mainly due to not sufficiently adequate

models for the used passive structures in a silicon envi-

ronment in the millimeter wave region. Verification work

at some microstrip discontinuities, transmission lines, vias

and substrate coupling effects based on 3D EM simulations

showed us considerable discrepancies with circuit simulator

based results.

To overcome these problems we are working towards exper-

imental investigation of a passive element library. Based

on the characterization of these structures we will establish

10
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a design library containing the models of all passive ele-

ments. Using this library we will then re-design the whole

amplifier with respect to enhanced performance. Especially

with respect to gain, noise and bandwidth we expect con-

siderable improvements.

5. Conclusion

In this work a monolithic wideband amplifier using a SiGe

HBT technology has been presented. The chip has been

realized on a very low silicon area of 0.7× 0.73 mm2.

The main design goals, high bandwidth, more than 10 dB

gain within this band and acceptable noise figure and power

consumption have been achieved. To the best knowledge of

the authors this is the highest gain-bandwidth product ever

reported for a monolithic SiGe HBT amplifier. A com-

parison with state of the art work is given in Table 2.

Table 2

Comparison of state of the art work

Parameter This work
3–10 GHz

LNA [9]

3 dB-frequency

range
20–50 GHz 3.1–17.6 GHz

Max. 14.2 dB 22 dB

gain @ 47.5 GHz @ 10 GHz

NF ca. 8 dB 2.7–3.9 dB

Nevertheless, the achieved performance should be improv-

able if more reliable models for the passive elements are

available for the design process. In this case we expect

a considerable performance enhancement especially with

respect to gain, noise and bandwidth. In case of low power

applications the power consumption should be considerably

reducible, too.
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Paper A wideband smart antenna

employing spatial signal processing
Monthippa Uthansakul and Marek E. Bialkowski

Abstract— A smart antenna with capability of beam steering

in azimuth over a wide frequency band using only spatial sig-

nal processing is presented. Filters and tapped-delay networks

employed in conventional wideband linear arrays are avoided

by using a two-dimensional rectangular array structure. In

this array, only constant real-valued weighting coefficients, re-

alized with amplifiers or attenuators, are used to form a de-

sired radiation pattern. In order to estimate direction of ar-

rival of a wideband signal, the MUSIC algorithm in conjunc-

tion with an interpolated array technique is applied. In the

interpolated array technique, a composite covariance matrix

is generated, which is a simple addition of covariance matrices

of narrowband virtual arrays, being stretched or compressed

versions of a nominal array. A working prototype of this wide-

band array is presented. Its operation is assessed via full EM

simulations and measurements.

Keywords— direction estimation, null steering, wideband beam-

forming, wideband smart antenna, wideband antenna.

1. Introduction

It has been recently envisaged that in order to meet high

speed data transmission while avoiding undesired inter-

ference, future wireless systems have to utilize wideband

smart antennas [1].

Until to date, most of the works on smart antennas have

concerned narrow band communication systems that are

characterized by a fractional bandwidth in the order of

one to a few percents. The beamforming techniques used

in these narrowband systems are unsuitable for wideband

counterparts because they cause such adverse effects as

main beam squinting and null shifting [2]. In turn, adapting

wideband beam and null steering used in radar are unattrac-

tive to communication systems because of the use of a large

number of filters or tapped delay networks [2, 3] which

add to complexity and cost of the system. In order to

overcome this hurdle fully spatial wideband beam forming

techniques have been suggested for use in wideband smart

antennas.

In the present paper, we design and develop a wideband

smart antenna employing only spatial signal processing.

The working principle of this array antenna has been intro-

duced in [4]. It has been demonstrated by assuming a large

number of antenna elements all in the form of point sources.

The use of large number of elements was required for the

proper functioning of beam steering algorithm, which in-

volved an inverse district Fourier transform (IDFT) applied

to an assumed radiation pattern. The effect of mutual cou-

pling on performance of this wideband beamformer has

not been considered. Another issue, which has not been

addressed in [4], concerns direction of arrival (DOA) esti-

mation of a wideband signal.

The present paper covers the above shortfalls and provides

the following new contributions. It describes a refinement

to the beam and null steering algorithm making it valid for

small and large size wideband arrays. The modified algo-

rithm neglects mutual coupling effects in the array, simi-

larly as in the original algorithm [4]. However, its impact

is assessed by performing full EM simulations and mea-

surements on the array with real antenna elements. In or-

der to overcome problems associated with increased side-

lobe levels due to mutual coupling the following remedy

is recommended. Using the modified beamforming algo-

rithm (which neglects mutual coupling) an array with low

sidelobes is initially designed. As a result of this strat-

egy, when the mutual coupling is present the sidelobe level

becomes acceptable. In order to obtain a DOA estima-

tion algorithm which preserves spatial signal processing,

an interpolated array technique initially demonstrated for

a one-dimensional wideband linear array in [5] and [6], is

adapted.

2. Design

2.1. Configuration

The configuration of a wideband smart antenna that em-

ploys a fully spatial signal processing for beam and null

steering in the azimuth direction is shown in Fig. 1. It

is constituted by N1 ×N2 wideband antennas arranged in

a rectangular lattice. Amplifiers or attenuators connected

to individual array elements produce weighting coefficients.

The signal is combined by a summing network. In Fig. 1,

d1 and d2 represent array spacing in two orthogonal di-

rections and are usually chosen as half-wavelength at the

highest frequency of a given frequency band of opera-

tion. Antenna elements are denoted by indices m1 and m2,

where −M1 ≤ m1 ≤ M1 and −M2 ≤ m2 ≤ M2. The relation

between N and M is Mi = (Ni−1)/2. The purpose of using

a 2D instead of 1D array is explained as follows. As the

signal is assumed to arrive from the direction not perpen-

dicular to the array’s plane, the array’s elements receive the

signal’s replicas with different phases. This results in a set

of signals, which can be used for processing both in fre-

quency and angular domains. If a 1D array is used, filters

or tap-delay networks are necessary to process a wideband

signal in these two domains.
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Fig. 1. Configuration of wideband beamformer constituted by

wideband antenna elements arranged in a rectangular lattice fol-

lowed by amplifiers/attenuators and a summing network.

2.2. Beamforming algorithm

Assuming that the signal arrives from azimuth (θ ∼ 90
◦),

which is the usual case in mobile communication, the ra-

diation pattern of the array being the function of angle and

frequency is given by

H( f ,φ)

=Ga( f ,φ)
M1

∑
m1=−M1

M2

∑
m2=−M2

Wm1m2
e
−j(2π f

c
)(d1m1 sinφ+d2m2 cosφ)

,

(1)

where f is the frequency variable, c is the speed of signal

and Ga( f ,φ) stands for the frequency-angle dependent gain

of each antenna element.

This formula neglects mutual coupling effects in the ar-

ray and assumes that individual elements feature identical

radiation pattern. In order to determine the weighting co-

efficients Wm1m2
in Eq. (1) a modified IDFT is applied to

H as shown in formula (2):

Wm1m2
=

(

1

Nu1
Nu2

)



















0.5

∑
u1=−0.5

0.5

∑
u2=−0.5

H(u1,u2)

G(u1,u2)e−j2πu1m1 e−j2πu2m2



















, (2)

where u1 and u2 are defined by ( f d1/c)sinφ and

( f d2/c)cosφ , respectively. The modification concerns the

numbers of sampling points Nu1
and Nu2

in u1 −u2 plane.

In [4], Nu1
= N1 and Nu2

= N2 were used. The d1 and d2

are element spacing in two directions of the array.

According to our investigations, this assumption leads to

insufficient constraints on the weights when a small num-

ber of elements form the array. As a result, a radiation

pattern significantly deviating from the assumed one is pro-

duced. The use of Nu1
= 2N1 and Nu2 = 2N2 eliminates this

problem. This number of sampling points is used in our

modified beamforming algorithm. Note that in calculat-

ing the weighting coefficients in formula (2), the given fre-

quency bandwidth is slightly larger than the one over which

the smart antenna has to operate [4]. The reason is to avoid

the edge effect when implementing IDFT technique.

2.3. Null steering

The null steering task is similar to the beam forming task

and is related to devising a radiation pattern featuring

a main beam accompanied by nulls. For small size ar-

rays, only the task of producing a single null is usually

considered. In the proposed approach a simple step lin-

ear function, which assumes a main beam being directed

to a desired signal direction and a null in interference di-

rection, is used to generate the desired radiation pattern H

in u1 −u2 plane. Having assumed H, the signal weighting

coefficients are obtained using formula (2).

2.4. Direction of arrival estimation

Forming the beam towards the desired user and nulls to-

wards interfering signals relies on the assumption that DOA

of desired signal, as well as of interfering signals, is known

to the system. This task is accomplished using a DOA es-

timation method. Unfortunately, many of them [7] are not

suitable for the wideband array antenna, which is investi-

gated here. This is because the DOA estimation method of

wideband signals has to be accomplished using only spa-

tial signal processing. Here, we adapt the solution in [5]

and [6] that concerns one-dimensional (1D) wideband ar-

rays. In this method, a wide frequency band is divided

into multiple narrow bands with center frequencies { fi}.

In each band the signal is assumed to be received by a vir-

tual array, which is “stretched” or “compressed” version of

nominal array. The stretch/compress factor is such that all

of the virtual arrays have the same radiation pattern (re-

sponse). Because the virtual arrays have the same response

(at their operating frequencies) it is possible to combine the

covariance matrices for the different frequencies by simple

addition. The outputs from virtual arrays are obtained via

interpolation technique from the real one-dimensional ar-

ray. The interpolation coefficients are selected so as to

minimize the interpolation error for a signal arriving from

a given sector (a range of bearing angles), at a particular

frequency. The size of the sector has to be chosen to give

good estimates of the virtual array outputs. The design of

interpolator is done once and off-line. For the 2D array

investigated here, the steering vector is defined in Eq. (3):

A(ωi) =
[

a(ωi,φ1) a(ωi,φ2) . . . a(ωi,φK)
]

, (3)

where

a(ωi,φk) =
[

a−M2
(ωi,φk) . . . aM2

(ωi,φk)
]T

(4)

and

am2
(ωi,φk) =

[

e
jφk(−M1,m2)

. . . e
jφk(M1,m2)

]T
, (5)

and k is the number of a radiating source in azimuth.
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Having obtained (via the virtue of an interpolated array

technique), the transformation of the problem of DOA es-

timation of a wideband signal into DOA estimation of

narrowband signal, the application of narrowband MU-

SIC algorithm is straightforward. The detailed steps of

this algorithm are shown in [7] and thus are not repeated

here.

3. Results

3.1. Prototype development

In order to demonstrate the validity of the described con-

cept of wideband array antenna, a 4×4-element prototype

for operation in the band from 1.9 to 2.5 GHz is developed.

The photograph of the full prototype is shown in Fig. 2. In

order to meet wideband performance and tight array spac-

ing, the array uses a square planar monopole as its element.

Fig. 2. Photograph of a 4×4 wideband array antenna with planar

monopoles, two 1:8 dividers, attenuators and a rat-race hybrid.

This antenna element is designed using full EM analysis

software based on the method of moments, FEKOr [8].

The 40-millimeter side size square planar monopole lo-

cated 3 mm above the ground plane offers the 10 dB return

loss bandwidth from 1.4 to 3.2 GHz, as proved by full EM

simulations and measurements. The size of this antenna

element meets half-wavelength spacing of d1 = d2 = 5 cm

at 3 GHz. The feeding network uses two 1:8 power di-

viders, a rate race hybrid (to obtain signals of positive and

negative amplitudes) and microstrip attenuators. The atten-

uators and the rat race hybrid are designed with the use of

Agilent ADSr [9]. As the array is square in shape DOA

and beam forming capabilities need to be checked only over

the range of −45
◦ to +45

◦ angular sector. This is because

the remaining ranges within the full sector of −180
◦ and

+180
◦ are covered with respect to the other sides of the

array.

3.2. Direction of arrival estimation performance

Figure 3 shows the results for DOA estimation using 2D

(4×4) array compared with 1D (4×1) array [6] when the

desired signal comes from the angles of 30
◦ and −20

◦

off boresight direction. To obtain the presented results,

Fig. 3. MUSIC spectrum, SNR = 10 dB, fractional bandwidth

= 27.3%, interpolated sector [−45
◦
/ + 45

◦], 7 frequency bins,

400 snapshots and 50 experiments.

400 snapshots (samples) in time domain, 7 frequency bins

and 50 experiments over the angular sector of −45
◦
/+45

◦

with the step size of 1
◦ were used. The obtained results

using the proposed DOA method for the 2D array are sim-

ilar to those obtained with the DOA estimation algorithm

devised for a 1D array [6].

3.3. Beamforming capabilities

Figure 4 shows the simulated (without and with mutual cou-

pling) and measured results for the radiation pattern when

the array points its main beam in the 45
◦ off boresight di-

rection. The assumed radiation characteristic H was chosen

in the form of Chebyshev polynomial of 4th order to mini-

mize side lobes, according to the strategy described in the

paper. In order to achieve this radiation pattern, attenua-

tors of 10, 5, 3 and 0.4 dB were used in the beamforming

network.

It can be observed that the presence of mutual coupling

increases sidelobe levels. However, as the assumed char-

acteristic H (without mutual coupling) exhibits low side

lobes, the actual radiation pattern (with mutual coupling

taken into account) features an acceptable side lobes level.

In all of the three cases presented in Fig. 4 the radiation

patterns stay almost the same across the investigated fre-

quency band between 1.9 and 2.5 GHz. In addition a good

agreement between the measured and simulated (including

mutual coupling) results is observed.
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Fig. 4. Radiation pattern for the 4× 4 array plotted for fre-

quencies from 1.9 to 2.5 GHz when the desired direction is 45
◦:

(a) simulated without mutual coupling; (b) simulated with mutual

coupling; (c) measured.

Figure 5 presents the radiation pattern of the 5× 5 array

plotted from 1.9 to 2.5 GHz when the desired and undesired

signal directions are 45
◦ and 0

◦, respectively. The obtained

Fig. 5. Radiation pattern of a 5×5 element array plotted from

1.9 to 2.5 GHz when the desired beam direction is 45
◦ and the

desired null direction is 0
◦.

result indicates that the array is perfectly able to direct

its main beam to 45
◦ while the null located at 0

◦ varies

from −29 to −21 dB throughout the designated band. The

sidelobes are at a lower level than of the 4×4 array.

4. Conclusion

The design of a compact smart array antenna capable of

beam formation in azimuth over a wide frequency band

using only spatial beam forming technique has been de-

scribed. The antenna requires only real weighting coeffi-

cients to form a radiation pattern which is approximately

constant with frequency. This weighting scheme is of prac-

tical value, as it can be realized using only amplifiers and

attenuators without resorting to filters, phase shifters or

delay circuits that are employed in conventional wideband

beamformers. In this array, DOA estimation of a wideband

signal is based on the interpolated array technique and the

MUSIC algorithm. It has been shown that the 2D spa-

tial beamformer offers a similar quality DOA estimation

of a wideband signal as its 1D counter part. The pre-

sented antenna system is of low cost and thus should be of

interest to designers of wideband smart antennas for wire-

less communications supporting high data rate transmis-

sion.
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Paper

Optimizing circular polarization

within a beam of patch antenna elements
Monika Hornik, Paweł Hornik, Dominik Guzda, and Paweł Kabacik

Abstract— The paper presents the results of an investigation

into patch antenna elements that would be capable of pro-

viding good circular polarization not only in the broadside

direction, but also over a wide range of elevation angles.

Keywords— lightweight antennas, circularly polarized antennas,

microstrip antennas.

1. Introduction

While many researchers have concentrated their studies on

bandwidth widening techniques for microstrip antennas,

there has been less concern paid to optimizing their po-

larization quality off the broadside direction. The increas-

ing popularity of wireless services has brought about the

designing of antennas capable of generating a high qual-

ity circular polarization not only in the broadside direction,

but also over a broad angular range of beam, and is be-

coming a crucial issue. It is strongly advisable to provide

such good circular polarization properties without sacrific-

ing the antenna low profile – a property that is a primary

advantage and is of paramount importance when undertak-

ing application decisions.

In order to achieve the satisfaction of these requirements,

we considered a number of antenna concepts, with a focus

on shaping the antenna feed slots. Primary attention was

also given to the patch shape, with parasitic elements in

its proximity. Our research is being driven by the needs

of two minisatellite missions. The first of them was com-

pleted successfully in October 2005 when SSETI-Express

was launched and put into orbit, the second, ESEO, is

scheduled for launch in 2008.

2. Methods of improving circular

polarization in patch antennas

Figure 1 shows the general structure of the investigated an-

tennas. It consists of a 31-mil thick microwave laminate

bearing the ground and metal patch printed on the thin di-

electric foil, which are separated by 10 mm thick dielectric

foam. These values of substrate heights were selected in the

course of lengthy simulations aiming at bandwidth broad-

ening. The foam material features highly stable electrical

parameters over a wide temperature range. In order to en-

sure broad impedance bandwidths, we designed our anten-

nas using through-slot coupled transmission lines. Circular

polarization for these kinds of antennas can be achieved

using either a single slot or a dual slot feed (due to space

limitations, we abandoned the interest in feeds made with

two pairs of coupling slots). We focused on a dual slot feed

Fig. 1. General structure of the investigated antennas.

because we believe it offers much better axial ratio (AR) val-

ues and a larger axial ratio bandwidth than the single feed

method as far as we are capable of providing a high quality

external polarizer. Both output signals of the polarizer must

have an equal magnitude and differ by a 90
◦ phase shift

in the whole operating bandwidth. A three-strip coupler

proved to be of the highest utility for such requirements.

Typically, for a 2.4 GHz center frequency, it features phase

variations within 3
◦ in roughly a band of 1 GHz. Manufac-

Fig. 2. One of the patches in the investigated antennas.
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tured on a thin dielectric membrane, it does not contribute

much to the weight and volume of the antenna and can be

perfectly integrated with its structure. The methods of de-

velopment for such couplers are described by Sachse and

Sawicki [3].

Our investigation focused on determining the most advanta-

geous shape of the slots and the geometry of their arrange-

ment to be used. We compared a wide range of possible

dimensions and shapes for the coupled slots [1]; the shape

of the slots in a pair may be different, or the slots may be

of identical shape and dimensions.

In order to improve the axial ratio over the broad angle of

a main beam, we decided to use parasitic elements in the

proximity of the patch, usually produced as a copper strip

divided into two or four sectors (Fig. 2).

3. Discussion of results

In our analysis of printed, dielectric antennas, we used En-

semble of Ansoft. Several antenna models were manu-

factured and measured. Figure 3 presents the calculated

Fig. 3. Simulated return loss characteristics for antennas fed with

a various pairs of slots (2C, 2H, C+R).

Fig. 4. Measured return loss characteristics for CP antennas fed

with 2H and 2C slot pairs.

return loss characteristics for three shapes of slots. When

the slots are in a T arrangement, there are some difficulties

in reaching equal impedance matches on two feed ports. In

most cases, the impedance bandwidth of one port is wider

than the other. These differences can be minimized if de-

signed carefully. When the slots are in an L arrangement,

these problems do not occur. The return loss characteris-

tics, shown in Fig. 4, were measured for assembled CP an-

tenna models (Fig. 1). The measured 20 dB bandwidth was

about 600 MHz for the dual C-slot feed (2C), and 300 MHz

for both 2H slot and C+R feeds.

One of the conditions for generating an excellent circular

polarization is the high isolation between the orthogonal

ports. A remarkable increase in the degree of isolation

can be obtained when the slots are in a T arrangement [2],

especially when one of the slots is pushed a little to the

side of the symmetry axis of the patch. Owing to the T ar-

rangement, the isolation between the ports was increased

by 12 dB in all cases. Thus, we had no problems achieving

isolation better than 30 dB. However, it is difficult to obtain

a compact feed line arrangement. The calculated isolation

between the ports in the 2C case slightly exceeds 30 dB in

the band. The calculated isolation values for 2H and C+R

feed ranged between 22 and 30 dB. Measured characteris-

tics were consistent with the calculated ones. The isolation

was only frequency dependent to a small degree.

Fig. 5. The in-house developed measurement system in the mi-

crowave laboratory at the Institute of Telecommunications, Tele-

informatics, and Acoustics, Wrocław University of Technology.
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Most of electromagnetic computer tools and measurement

systems are capable of determining axial ratio character-

istics only in some cut-planes (usually in two orthogonal

planes ϕ = 0
◦ and ϕ = 90

◦). In our research, we had to ex-

amine the axial ratio within the whole forward hemisphere.

This has become possible with the measurement system

shown in Fig. 5, developed in-house in our microwave lab-

oratory.

Figure 6 presents the measured values of the axial ra-

tio (in dB) within the forward hemisphere at 2400 MHz

for a dual C-slot CP antenna. In the broadside direction

(Θ = 0
◦), the measured axial ratio was 0.6 dB. The param-

eters of these antennas were additionally measured in Saab

Ericsson Space antenna laboratories, where their excellent

polarization quality was confirmed. Identical antennas were

Fig. 6. The measured values of the axial ratio (in dB) of the

2C antenna at 2400 MHz in the forward hemisphere.

used onboard the SSETI-Express minisatellite. For the

other two introduced antenna models, we obtained the ax-

ial ratio values 1.34 dB and 2.36 dB at the broadside for

2H-slot and C+R slots (Fig. 7), respectively.

However, the greatest interest was in providing a good de-

gree of circular polarization in a possible wide angular

range in the forward hemisphere of the radiation pattern.

A great impact on this parameter was the shape and ar-

rangement of the feed slots. The T arrangement, which

significantly improves the isolation between the feed line

ports, raises concerns in regard to symmetry. One of the

slots must be pushed a little to the side of the symme-

try axis of the patch. This leads to some asymmetry in

the radiation pattern and in the CP quality of the anten-

nas, which considerably differentiates the values of the

axial ratio between the cut-planes. While there are excel-

lent values at one cut-plane across the hemisphere, we

should expect poorer axial ratio values at high elevation

Fig. 7. The measured values of the axial ratio (in dB) of the

C+R antenna at 2400 MHz in the forward hemisphere.

angles in the other principal cut-plane. Only with 2C and

2H antenna types, AR has taken the values below 2 dB

in the broad angular range of the main beam. We ob-

served that the 2C antenna features favorable AR values

within at least 60
◦ of the elevation angle (θ ). In some

cut-planes at elevation angles close to endfire, the circu-

lar polarization quality can deteriorate abruptly and actu-

ally become linear polarization within the narrow angular

step (AR drop by more than 10 dB). Even with the best

2C type antennas, this drawback occurs at two diagonal

cut-planes.

Our investigations have shown that in some cases, the po-

larization quality of the antenna can be significantly im-

proved when a conductive parasitic strip partitioned into

two or four sectors surrounds its patch. We have found

that the axial ratio values may considerably depend on

the angular orientation of the gaps between the sectors

of the strip in respect to the feed slots (ξ angle shown

in Fig. 2).

This claim is substantiated by plots (Figs. 8 and 9) show-

ing the results of the simulations carried out for the an-

tenna feed with two rectangular slots. In all considered

directions (θ = 0
◦), (θ = 40

◦, ϕ = 0
◦), (θ = 40

◦, ϕ = 90
◦),

etc., the AR value was the lowest for ξ ∈ 〈30
◦
,40

◦
〉.
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Fig. 8. Simulated values of the axial ratio in specified directions

of the antenna as a function of angular orientation of the gaps

between the strip sectors.

Fig. 9. Simulated values of the axial ratio for the different angular

orientation of gaps between the strip sectors and for the patch

without the strip in the operating band of the antenna.

In Fig. 9, the axial ratio of the antennas with patches

surrounded by a strip (for varying ξ ) are compared with

patches without a strip in the 2350 MHz to 2450 MHz

frequency band.

4. Conclusions

High quality of circular polarization over a broad angle

of an antenna beam has been achieved with low profile

microstrip patches. One of the antennas we had devel-

oped is characterized with favorable values (< 6 dB) of

the axial ratio in some cut-planes even from θ = −90
◦

to θ = +90
◦. Good polarization properties have been

shown in the large range of the forward hemisphere with

a few other microstrip patch designs. The prerequisites of

good polarization properties are compact forms of cou-

pling slots used in the element feed (i.e., C), their care-

ful arrangement under the patch (i.e., T geometry) and the

use of parasitic, small conductive shapes in the proxim-

ity of an antenna patch. The axial ratio values are then

likely to match those known from bulkier shapes and

volumes, and until now, widely used antenna elements

(e.g., helix).

The patches optimized and presented in this paper are to

be used mostly in space communication, polarimetric radar

and in radio interfaces of wireless services.
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Paper Modified monopole ring antennas

as a solution for HiperLAN1/2

and IEEE 802.11b/g standard devices
Anna Miskiewicz and Marek Kitliński

Abstract— A compact planar antenna for multisystem ap-

plications has been designed and manufactured. A modified

feeding method has been used to meet the requirements of

modern telecommunications devices. It has been shown, that

by adjusting the size of the rings, required allocation of bands

is possible. The proposed antenna is suitable for ISM band

devices and gives perspectives for multi-standard operation.

The antenna has been simulated using MoM 2.5D software

Zeland IE3D, next fabricated and measured.

Keywords—fractal antennas, multiband antennas, HiperLAN,

wireless LAN, modified monopole.

1. Introduction

In the past few years there has been a growing need

for multiband and wideband antennas, as wireless net-

works have become much more popular and affordable

for an end-user. Especially, wireless local area networks

(WLAN) have increased the demand for compact, pos-

sibly omnidirectional antennas mounted over a small

ground plane, working in two dedicated bands: 2.4 GHz

(2.4–2.4835 GHz) and 5 GHz (5.15–5.35 GHz, 5.725–

5.875 GHz for IEEE 802.11 standard and 5.18–5.32 GHz,

5.5–5.7 GHz for HiperLAN standard). In this paper a new

configuration of ground plane and feeding is investigated

to satisfy the requirements for WLAN applications using

multiple ring antennas. Multiple ring antennas are usu-

ally compared with fractal antennas, such as Sierpinski or

Parany gasket. However, they are not fractal antennas, but

the way they are created can be as well described using an

iterative procedure.

Basic configuration of a multiple ring antenna includes

a number of rings (Fig. 1) with a common point, where

the feeding line is connected to the radiating element. Usu-

ally, the radius of the following rings is in the ratio of 2:1

and there is no cut in the smallest circle. Therefore it can

Fig. 1. Construction of multiple ring radiating element.

be said, the whole antenna is a set of single radiating ele-

ments, which should operate in different bands, hence the

similarity to fractal antennas. It has been shown [1–3], that

by changing the scale ratio of fractal antennas, operating

frequencies of the antenna can be allocated, which has been

the initial step for the design of the proposed multiple ring

antenna.

2. Antenna design

The antenna was fabricated using common substrate,

TACONIC RF-35 of thickness h = 0.762 mm, relative

permittivity εr = 3.5 @1.9 GHz and dielectric losses

tgδ = 0.0018. Parameters of the substrate used in the

project were taken directly from the data sheet supplied

with the material. Moreover, it has been assumed, that

the permittivity does not change with the frequency, which

made the calculations straightforward. So far, multiple ring

antennas have been investigated using a configuration of

a monopole perpendicular to finite ground plane [4], fed

by a coaxial line. Since the need for miniaturization and

compatibility, a modified solution had to be proposed.

A structure of a modified monopole has been used (Fig. 2).

At the top of the substrate a microstrip line has been

Fig. 2. Modified monopole structure using a multiple ring con-

figuration.

placed, which feeds the radiating rings. The characteris-

tic impedance of the line has been calculated to be 50 Ω

at the lower resonant frequency. At the bottom, the ground

plane covers the surface underneath the microstrip line and

does not exceed beyond it, which means, that there is no
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ground plane below the radiating rings. Such configura-

tion is known as modified monopole [5], and it has been

shown, that it gives a good resemblance of characteristics

with classical monopole configuration. This configuration

is useful in wireless devices, such as mobile phones, wire-

less PC cards or multimedia applications, because it can

be mounted at the back of the unit and receive and trans-

mit signals in all directions. Moreover, there is no need

to use additional air gap, which has been extensively used

to broaden the operating bands [6, 7], as the chosen con-

figuration of radiating elements fully satisfies the require-

ments, and even exceeds them. As it has been explained,

multiple ring antennas are much the same as fractal an-

tennas, because of the scale factor and iterative model of

geometry.

For the project a number of configurations has been de-

signed and numerically tested. To achieve two-band op-

eration, two rings has been used, but a scale factor has

been changed from 2 to 2.14 to get resonant modes near

middle frequencies of both ISM-bands (Fig. 3). The size

Fig. 3. Proposed multiple ring modified monopole antenna (all

measurements in mm).

of the ground plane was chosen to fit the dimensions of

a standard modern mobile phone. There is no ground plane

below the radiating rings. To get the appropriate resonant

modes, the perimeter Po of the outer ring was calculated

using the following equation:

Po = λ2.45 GHz =
c

f
√

εr

,

where: c is speed of light in the vacuum, f = 2.45 GHz

and εr is the relative permittivity of the substrate.

The perimeter of the inner ring Pi was calculated as Po

2.14
.

As there is no equation, which would describe the effective

permittivity of the dielectric material in a configuration of

a modified monopole, an assumption has been made, that

the effective permittivity equals the relative permittivity of

the substrate. However, if the permittivity of the material

was high, additional tuning of the perimeters of the rings

would have to be made.

3. Measured and experimental results

The proposed antenna presenting the most satisfying re-

sults for return losses and radiation characteristics has been

fabricated and measured using a vector network analyzer

Wiltron 37269A. The obtained results have been compared

with the simulated ones from Zeland IE3D (Fig. 4). The

highest frequency was set at 10 GHz with 15 cells per wave-

length with additional meshing on edges to get sufficiently

accurate results in reasonable time.

Fig. 4. Measured and simulated return losses |S11| of the pro-

posed antenna.

For the maximum return losses of −8 dB a table was made

presenting a comprehensive comparison of the predicted

and measured parameters of the antenna (Tables 1 and 2),

where fmin is a frequency of minimal return losses, f0 is

a middle frequency of the band calculated as an arithmetic

mean of the band-defying frequencies.

Table 1

Simulated parameters of the proposed antenna

fmin [GHz] f0 [GHz] B [%]

1.684 1.751 12.25

2.66 2.597 13.32

4.731/5.741 5.194 37.93

Table 2

Measured parameters of the proposed antenna

fmin [GHz] f0 [GHz] B [%]

2.57 2.6 19.23

5.67 5.42 36

As predicted, the antenna exhibits multiband behaviour.

Presented results show good agreement of simulation

and measurements. The proposed antenna is matched
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in the bands of IEEE 802.11b/g and HiperLAN2 stan-

dards, as it was intended to. Due to equipment limitations

far-field radiation patterns were measured at the frequency

Fig. 5. Measured radiation pattern of total E-field in the elevation

plane at 9.14 GHz.

of 9.14 GHz (Fig. 5). It can be seen, that the antenna ra-

diates both front and backwards and has moderate small

directivity.

4. Conclusions

A novel approach to monopole multiple ring antennas has

been presented. It has been shown, that it is possible to

allocate the required bands by adequate modifying the ge-

ometry to obtain compact planar antenna for mobile de-

vices. The presented antenna is matched in the bands of

IEEE 802.11b/g and HiperLAN1/2 standards. Finally, we

should underline, that multiple ring antennas are a good ex-

ample of construction, which can be used to design multi-

band or wideband antennas. Applying the new feeding

technique it is possible to design and implement antennas

which could operate in multi-standard terminals.
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Paper Phased array antennas

in MIMO receiver
Sebastian Kozłowski, Yevhen Yashchyshyn, and Józef Modelski

Abstract— In this paper, a computer simulation of a MIMO

system comprising phased array antennas (PAA) in all receiv-

ing branches is presented. In order to examine the system per-

formance under relatively realistic conditions, a ray-tracing

simulator was applied to generate a baseband channel impulse

response matrix HHH. A bit error rate (BER) of two systems

utilizing different detection methods: V-BLAST and simple

matrix inversion was examined in order to determine phased

array antennas applicability. Results of an attempt to deter-

mine relationship between BER and properties of particular

matrix HHH realization are also provided.

Keywords— MIMO systems, phased array antennas.

1. Introduction

Telecommunications require increasing amount of data to

be transferred as well as increasing bit rates. That, in turn,

causes the need for developing the data transfer methods

and systems utilizing frequency band in a highly effec-

tive way. Consequently, researches on radiocommunica-

tion systems with transmitters and receivers provided with

more than one antenna, so called MIMO (multiple input

multiple output) systems, have been intensified in recent

years. The base for this approach is to utilize a space as an

additional dimension, what enables establishing several or-

thogonal subchannels simultaneously in the same frequency

band. Such subchannels may carry either independent data

streams, what means increase of system capacity [1, 2],

or the same data reducing the bit error rate (BER) in the

radiolink [3].

Phased array antennas (PAA) have been extensively inves-

tigated and have already been widely used, for instance in

radars and satellite communications. In personal commu-

nications they may be applied in order to mitigate inter-

ference caused by other users or systems, mitigate inter-

symbol interference, or to direct the beam toward terminal.

Application of phased array antennas in MIMO receivers

and transmitters was also considered. In papers [5–7] such

antennas were used in order to improve the performance

of MIMO system exposed to the interferences. Phased ar-

ray antennas can also bring benefit to the system utilizing

Alamouti scheme [3] by causing significant signal to noise

ratio (SNR) increase [4]. Current paper presents possi-

bility of BER reduction by means of PAAs application in

every branch of a MIMO receiver, in the system utilizing

orthogonal subchannels for transferring independent data

streams.

2. MIMO system model

General block diagram of a MIMO system is shown

in Fig. 1. Presented model of the system is valid under

following assumptions. Transmitted signals have narrow

frequency band, and consequently the radio channel is char-

Fig. 1. Block diagram of MIMO system.

acterized by flat fading, so there is no intersymbol inter-

ference. Vector x[Nt,1](tn) of complex symbols selected

from the predefined constellation is transmitted and vec-

tor y[Nr,1](tn) of complex signals is received in every time

moment tn (the dimension of the matrix or vector is en-

closed within square brackets). The baseband channel im-

pulse response matrix H[Nr,Nt] is precisely determined and

does not change during the transmission of the burst com-

prising large number of symbols. Every element hi j of the

matrix H represents the transmission from the jth trans-

mitter to the ith receiver. Operation of the system can be

described by means of formula (1):

y(tn) = H · x(tn)+ n(tn) , (1)

where n[Nr,1](tn) is the vector of noise samples.

It should be stressed that the useful signal detection (de-

termination of x from the Eq. (1)) is possible only if the

matrix H is well conditioned. This is usually satisfied if

there is no line of sight (LOS) between the transmitter and

receiver and the propagation takes place in the rich scat-

tering environment. Resulting Rayleigh fading, which is

harmful to the classical radio systems, is in case of MIMO

systems highly desirable since it assures low correlation

between different subchannels.
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3. Simulation of MIMO system

incorporating phased array antennas

A MIMO system comprising two transmitting and two re-

ceiving antennas was simulated as an example. Every re-

ceiving antenna was realized as 2-element phased array

controlled by the tunable (0–360 degrees) lossless phase

shifter (Fig. 2). Radiation pattern of a single radiating el-

Fig. 2. MIMO system incorporating phased array antennas in

each receiver branch (ϕ – phase shifter, antenna spacing: λ in

transmitter, λ /2 in receiver).

ement is assumed to be omnidirectional and no coupling

between any elements is concerned. Radiolink is supposed

to be characterized by following parameters: central fre-

quency: 2 GHz, bandwidth: 0.2 MHz, single transmitter

output power: 0 dBm, modulation: quadrature phase shift

keying (QPSK). Additionally, every element of phased ar-

ray antenna receives useful signal as well as the noise of

given mean power. Each noise sample is a realization of

variate described by Eq. (2):

n = N(0,ρ2)+ j ·N(0,ρ2) , (2)

where N(x,y) means normal distribution with mean value x

and variance y.

System presented in Fig. 2 can be described by formula

analogous to (1):

y[4,1](tn) = H[4,2] · x[2,1](tn)+ n[4,1](tn) . (3)

System description can be moved to the “r” plane by

means of appropriate processing, involving multiplication

by weights and summing:

yr[2,1](tn) = Hr [2,2] · x[2,1](tn) (4)

while Hr and yr depend on the phase shifters settings.

Please notice that in real system only values of the Hr

and yr are known, as opposed to the values of y and H.

Matrix H[4,2] was generated by means of electromag-

netic waves propagation simulator employing ray-tracing

2.5D method. The environment was simulated as the inte-

rior and the neighbourhood of the building made of various

components and materials (walls, doors, windows) char-

acterized by different permittivity and losses. Figure 3

shows field distribution in small fragment of propagation

environment. Two curves are presented, each one corre-

sponds to power level of a signal from one transmitter. Two

facts can be deduced from the figure. Firstly, the power

level of signals from different transmitters are very differ-

ent when reaching the receiving antenna located at fixed

position. Secondly, because of interference of a number

of reflected waves, power level of aforementioned signals

changes rapidly when receiving antenna is being moved.

The conclusion is that assumed propagation environment

satisfies the conditions under which MIMO transmission is

possible.

Fig. 3. Field distribution in assumed propagation environment.

Receivers were subsequently positioned in 25 random loca-

tions. A transmission of 10 000 symbols (two simultaneous

independent streams, 5 000 symbols each) was simulated

for every receiver location and for various phase shifters

settings. Two detection methods were applied. First was

the V-BLAST algorithm [2] and the second, denoted in this

paper as INV, consisted in solving the Eq. (4) by simple

matrix Hr inversion operation. Results of the experiment

are shown in Fig. 4. Particular columns represent BER ob-

tained for the V-BLAST and INV detection for two cases of

receiver configuration, first, a receiver provided with two

omnidirectional radiators (marked as “2× 2” and a dark

bar in Fig. 4), and second, a receiver provided with PAAs

(marked as “2× 4” and a white bar). For the latter case

only the lowest BER level has been presented, obtained for

the best set of weights. Phase shifters were switched at

2 degrees intervals, noise power level was chosen for ev-

ery receiver so as to obtain average SNR equal to 10 dB.

Results show that application of PAA in every MIMO re-

ceiver’s branch can provide significant BER reduction – up

to ten times.

Testing BER for every set of weights is time-consuming

during the simulation and impossible to realize in prac-

tice. Consequently determination of the relationship be-

tween BER and matrix Hr is more than desirable. Con-

cerning the fact that |hi j| represent the attenuation of the

transmitted signal, it seems obvious that they should be

as high as possible. For the given noise power level, the

higher they are, the greater SNR in receiver’s branches is.
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Fig. 4. BER for different receiver locations and: (a) V-BLAST

2×2 (dark bar), V-BLAST 2×4 (white bar); (b) INV 2×2 (dark

bar), INV 2×4 (white bar).

However, it should be noticed that during the detection pro-

cess matrix Hr is subjected to inversion or pseudoinversion

operation, so its condition number (ratio of the largest and

smallest singular value) cond(Hr) is of great importance.

An attempt to find the qualitative relationship enabling to

determine which of the given matrix Hr realisation is bet-

ter concerning the BER has been undertaken. It has been

assumed that this relationship can be described as formula

with two arguments: ||Hr||
2

and cond(Hr)
−1

, where ||X ||

means Frobenius norm of the matrix X . It can be eas-

ily shown that when the noise with constant power level

described by formula (2) is present, then ||Hr||
2

is propor-

tional to the average SNR measured at the “r” plane. Conse-

quently, if other conditions are unchanged, then increase of

||Hr||
2

causes better system performance. The better is ma-

trix conditioned, the higher is cond(Hr)
−1

, which reaches

its maximum equal to 1 for the identity matrix. Lines of

constant BER on the plane [cond(Hr)
−1

, ||Hr||
q] are shown

in Fig. 5. Parameter q > 0 is a number empirically deter-

mined to be equal to 1.1.

Fig. 5. Constant BER lines for V-BLAST detection.

Lines presented in Fig. 5 correspond to the approximation

of simulation results by means of hyperbolas described by

equation:

F[BER] = ||Hr||
q
· cond(Hr)

−1
, (5)

where F[BER] is a certain unknown, but decreasing func-

tion of BER. It means that the most advantageous for the

system performance should be such matrix Hr for which

the right side of Eq. (5) reaches maximum. The problem

of choosing appropriate exponent q remains unsolved and

will be investigated in future research.

4. Conclusion

Phased array antenna in each branch of receiver has been

proposed to decrease BER of MIMO system utilising two

subchannels in order to transmit two independent data

streams. It has been shown that application of phase shifters

only (neither amplifiers nor attenuators) can improve sig-

nificantly the system performance. Preliminary results of

an approach to evaluate BER on a base of current real-

ization of baseband channel impulse response matrix have

been also provided. Performance of narrowband MIMO

system depends on many factors. In particular, if matrix H

is badly conditioned, then system will not operate properly,

no matter how high SNR is.
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Paper X-band coaxial monopole antenna

with an additional metal screen
Maksym Khruslov and Vadym Pazynin

Abstract— The novel coaxial monopole antenna design with

an additional metal screen is presented. The radiation char-

acteristics of this antenna are investigated depending on a dis-

tance between the ground plane and additional metal screens,

as well as on a size of the latter. Measured and calculated ra-

diation patterns are compared within limits of the operative

frequency band and their revealed distinctions are discussed.

The antennas characteristics allow pronounce that it can be

considered as a promising candidate for various practical ap-

plications both a single radiator and a composite element of

antenna arrays.

Keywords— monopole antenna, near field, radiation pattern,

FDTD technique.

1. Introduction

Monopole antennas have found the wide applications in

wireless local area network (WLAN) systems [1], subsur-

face communication, geophysical exploration, biomedical

telemetry, for mobile terrestrial and aerospace communi-

cation systems, etc. With respect to the class of coaxial

monopole antennas there is a possibility to form the differ-

ent conical radiation patterns by changing the architecture

of the separate antenna elements, for example, a geomet-

rical shape [2, 3] and size [4] of the proper monopole. It

stimulates a search of new modifications of these antennas

to improve their performance, as well as to design both the

individual radiator and arrays with new qualities.

The main objective of this research is the establishment of

basic regularities of the radiation pattern formation with

reference to the proposed novel design of X-band coaxial

monopole antenna with an additional metal screen.

2. Theoretical and experimental methods

Numerical modeling has been carried out by the finite-

difference in time domain (FDTD) technique, in which the

exact “absorbing” conditions are used to solve a problem

of the effective restriction of the computation space [5, 6].

The special software package developed allows one to com-

pute all basic space-time and space-frequency characteris-

tics of the axially-symmetrical radiators of both pulse and

monochromatic waves.

Experimental investigations have been performed in the

anechoic chamber by means of the method and software

developed by us earlier [7] which provides a possibility to

make signal processing and analyze the radiation pattern

characteristics in real time over the entire operative fre-

quency band (7.8–11.1 GHz) with a discrete of 10 MHz in

every point of the receiving antenna position (the angular

step is 0.5
◦).

3. Monopole antenna designs

under testing

In this paper we present the results of theoretical and exper-

imental investigations of radiation performances of the orig-

inal monopole antenna consisting of the vertical monopole

(dr1 = λ/4) with two screens, namely: ground plane with

the radius R and additional metal screen with the radius C.

The distance dr between both screens has been as a vari-

Fig. 1. Side view of the coaxial monopole antenna.

able parameter (Fig. 1). Some antenna prototypes with the

parameters depicted in the Table 1 have been investigated

to determine the effect of additional screen on the radiation

characteristics of monopole antennas under testing.

Table 1

Geometric parameters of antenna prototypes

Antenna N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

dr [mm] 19 30 7.5 15 19 22.5 30 7.5 15 19 22.5 30

C [mm] 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 15 15 15

R [mm] ∞ ∞ 230 230 230 230 230 230 230 230 230 230
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4. Results and discussions

The analysis of calculated radiation patterns of antennas

N1 and N2 with different distance between screens (Fig. 2)

in the operative frequency band shows the availability of

characteristic regions with sharp changing in the elevation

angle of peak directivity due to the modes interaction of the

open resonator formed by two plane metal screens. For both

antenna prototypes we can mainly observe the monobeam

radiation patterns with slow changing of the elevation an-

gle of peak directivity with the frequency increase. So, for

Fig. 2. Calculated radiation patterns normalized at the every

fixed frequency: (a) antenna N1; (b) antenna N2.

Fig. 3. Calculated near field distributions (Hϕ-component) high-

lighted in the successive time points of the antenna N1 at the

frequency f = 7.9 GHz.

antenna N1 the elevation angle is changed from θ = 38
◦

to θ = 56
◦ in the frequency band f = 7.80–8.58 GHz.

With the further frequency increase the elevation angle

of peak directivity is not virtually changed and remains

equal θ = 25
◦. Under these conditions the radiation pat-

tern shape is not qualitatively changed too, although its

beamwidth increases. In contrast to the antenna N1 for the

antenna N2 the cut-off frequency between two frequency

regions is shifted to the higher frequency ( f = 10.5 GHz,

see Fig. 2b). In this case we can also observe a change

in the elevation angle (∆θ = 30
◦), whereas a beamwidth is

not virtually changed in the limits of the frequency band

under testing.

Thus, as it follows from the analysis of radiation pattern

shape of the monopole antenna with an additional metal

screen, the power radiation is concentrated in the main

beam close to zenith unlike the conventional monopole an-

tenna, and two frequency regions with different elevation

angles of peak directivity are observed (Fig. 2). We empha-

size that with the additional screen diameter increase the

main beam of radiation pattern tends to zenith. The process

of radiation pattern formation one may retrace on the near

field pictures (Fig. 3). As can be seen from those, the main

contribution in the radiation field of antenna gives the EM

Fig. 4. Calculated antenna efficiency (W0 is the power reflection

coefficient from the antenna aperture): (a) antenna N1; b) an-

tenna N2.
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Fig. 5. Experimental radiation patterns of the following antenna prototypes: N4 (a); N5 (b); N7 (c); N9 (d); N10 (e); N12 (f).

Fig. 6. Radiation patterns of some antenna designs.
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field scattered from the additional metal screen and, corre-

spondingly, the change in its diameter leads to the shift of

the elevation angle of peak directivity from azimuth.

According to the calculations the antenna efficiency de-

creases with the additional screen radius reduce (Fig. 4) and

maximal efficiency of antenna N2 reaches 97% (Fig. 4b).

It is worth noting that the calculated efficiency of these

monopole antennas indicates a visible degradation of an-

tenna performance just in the aforementioned cut-off fre-

quencies (Fig. 4).

Unlike the theory, the experimental radiation patterns of

antenna prototypes under testing are found to be multi-

beam ones and the pronounced cut-off frequency regions

also appear but they are weaker (Fig. 5). The most proba-

ble reason of the revealed discrepancy is the use of infinite

ground plane in theory that does not permit to take into ac-

count the effect of its finite dimensions in experiment on the

radiation pattern formation. It is quite reasonable to sup-

pose that the finite ground plane availability will give rise

to the appreciable contribution of EM field scattered from

that in the radiation pattern formation. The comparison

of measured and calculated radiation patterns at the fixed

frequencies shows that they really differ by the radiation

power in beams closer to the azimuth (Fig. 6). By choos-

Fig. 7. The elevation angle of peak directivity versus the param-

eter dr for antennas with different radius of additional screen C:

(a) f = 8 GHz; (b) f = 10 GHz.

ing both a radius of the additional metal screen and a dis-

tance between this screen and ground plane (for example,

antennas N5 and N7) one may obtain two-or three-beam

radiation patterns. In this case both antennas demonstrate

a good bandwidth (22–24%).

We note also one more feature of the presented antenna,

namely the elevation angle change with an additional screen

radius increase (Fig. 7). In other words, we can change the

elevation angle of peak directivity in the wide limits with

increasing a distance between the ground plane and the

additional metal screen.

5. Conclusions

The novel broadband monopole antenna design with high

efficiency is presented. It was found that the different con-

ical radiation patterns can be formed by variations the dis-

tance between this screen and ground plane, as well as

the additional screen radius. We note that the multibeam

radiation patterns in experiment are formed due to the inter-

ference between the waves scattered from the finite ground

plane and additional metal screen. A possibility of antenna

operation in the dual-band mode has been shown. This

original coaxial monopole antenna design can be used as

a basic one in manufacturing the compact and effective an-

tenna arrays due to its.
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Paper Analysis and optimization

of outputs of high power microwave tubes
Paweł Węgrzyniak, Wojciech Gwarek, and Dariusz Baczewski

Abstract— The subject of this work is optimization of out-

puts of L-band high power microwave tubes. These outputs

are constructed as coaxial-to-waveguide transitions with a vac-

uum barrier in a form of glass or ceramic cup. The goal of

optimization is to obtain sufficiently low reflection loss in the

predefined frequency band and to avoid so called hot spots

caused by excessive dissipation of microwave power in parts

of the cup. Electromagnetic simulator has been applied to

model the behavior of the optimized transition and to pro-

pose its optimum shape. The proposed solutions were verified

by Z.E. Lamina SA in prototypes of high power (pulsed

600 kW) amplitrons and are to be used in manufacturing

practice.

Keywords—high power microwave tubes, optimization of out-

puts.

1. Introduction

Design of reflectionless transitions between different

waveguiding structures is one of typical problems of mi-

crowave engineering. The task becomes difficult when the

input is supposed to be placed in vacuum and the output

under the regular air pressure. In such a case the transition

must incorporate a barrier which for technological reasons

usually needs to be made of a high-permittivity dielectric.

The difficulties are much amplified when high power is

Fig. 1. Long section of the LM113 tube output.

supposed to be transmitted through the transition. The cho-

sen solution must assure suffiently low power dissipation in

materials and sufficiently low electric field to avoid berak-

down through ionized channels in air. Power dissipation and

E-field intensity may rise sharply for resonant frequencies

of the transition and thus avoiding of spurious resonances

in the band of exitation of the structure is of major interest

here.

The subject of this presentation is the investigation of the

output of chosen high-power tubes of amplitron type [1, 2]

manufactured by Z.E. Lamina SA. The tubes are supposed

to work in L-band with the central frequency of 1340 MHz

and used with a pulsed signal up to 600 kW. The long

section of a typical transition considered is shown in Fig. 1.

In the original Z.E. Lamina SA production the vacuum

barrier was made of glass in a form of a glass bubble.

The manuafacturer found that in some cases hot spots are

developed in the glass leading sometimes to the melting of

the glas and thus to the damage of the tube.

The aim of this work was:

– to investigate the design options leading to elimina-

tion or reduction of the hot spots in glass;

– to investigate the possibility of replacing the glass

barrier by a more heat-resistant alumina barrier (such

replacing is difficult because alumina has higher per-

mittivity and the cup must be thicker than one made

of glass);

– to optimize the structure for lower reflections in the

entire band of interest.

The investigation was based on full-wave electromagnetic

simulations performed with QuickWave-3D [3] package.

The modified structures were manufactured and tested.

2. Optimization of the structure

with a glass barrier

The first of the considered structures was the output of

LM113 tube manufactured by Z.E. Lamina SA presented

in Fig. 1. It can be seen that in that coax-to waveguide

transition a mixed magnetic-electric coupling is used. The

magnetic coupling is assured by a copper bracelet connect-

ing the inner conductor of the coaxial line with the waveg-

uide wall. The electric coupling is controlled by the size of

a copper disc placed at the top of the inner connector in-

serted into the waveguide. The vacuum barrier has a form

of a glass bubble.
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Extensive simulations of the structure were conducted. First

they concerned the S-parameter characteritics versus fre-

quency using the method of [4] (see Fig. 2). Then we

Fig. 2. Standing-wave ratio (SW R) versus frequency of the tube

output with different ring size.

conducted a detailed study of the power distribution inside

the glass. Examples of that study concerning the frequen-

cies 1340 MHz and 1000 MHz are presented in Fig. 3.

It should be noted that frequency 1000 MHz is placed

outside the band of operation of the tube, but it is still

below the cutoff frequency of the waveguide. We cannot

Fig. 3. Average dissipated power density at: (a) 1340 MHz and

(b) 1000 MHz.

exclude some parasitic generation of the power by the tube

in that band. From Fig. 3b it can be seen that such a gen-

eration (even at relatively low level) may cause damage to

the tube.

The results of simulations were confronted with the expe-

rience of the manufacturer and the following conclusions

were drawn.

• Overheating takes place at glass impurities when they

appear in the area of high power dissipation.

• Damages in the upper part of the glass bulb are most

probably caused by spurious generations of the tube

outside the band of interest.

• Damages below the disc plane are due to the power

dissipation during the normal, stable work.

The first two causes of possible problems are beyond the

scope of this work. We have concentrated on the third

cause concerning normal operation of the tube.

We first approached the tube optimization by assuming that

three parameters can be modified: the radius of the disc,

its position above the waveguide wall and the radius of

the glass tube. We have found that the disc diameter of

43 mm produces is relatively good choice giving the hot

spot power density reduced by about 15% and SWR still

below 1.1 in the entire band. However the drop of 15%

was judged insufficient for full safety of future tubes. That

is why we have also conducted investigation of structures

with non-circular discs. Very interesting results were ob-

tained with a disc of the cardioidal shape as presented

in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Coupling disc of cardioidal shape.

Although SWR slightly increased (to 1.15 as shown in

Fig. 5), the power dissipated in the hot spot dropped

by 36%, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. SWR for LM113 output with cardioidal coupling part.

Above investigation was a basis for improvement of the

glass barrier in the new types of tubes. Hardware proto-

types of the new types have been tested and improvement of

their properties has been experimentally confirmed. How-

ever it should be also mentioned that damages of the older
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Fig. 6. Average dissipated power density, cardioidal: (a) r2 =
8 mm and (b) r2 = 14 mm.

types of tubes had incidental character and thus only a long-

time observation of several copies of new tubes may be

a proof that the problem has been completely solved.

3. Design of a structure

with a ceramic barrier

Mechanical and thermal properties of alumina (Al2O3) ce-

ramic are clearly superior to those of glass. Moreover alu-

mina barrier shape can be made more repeatable in man-

ufacturing. The main disadvantage of alumina is its high

relative permittivity (εr = 9.8). The problems are ampli-

fied by the fact that it is difficult to make the ceramic

cup very thin. Relatively thick material of high permit-

tivity restricts the possibility of wideband matching and

enhances the danger of spurious resonances of the struc-

ture. These problems caused that Z.E. Lamina SA had not

been using the ceramic barriers for such purpose before

this study.

We have run investigation of the possibility of applica-

tion of a ceramic barrier under the same assumptions as

in the case of the glass barrier. Examples of simulated

|S11| versus frequency for different configurations of the

structure are presented in Fig. 7. It was not possible to

obtain sufficiently good matching in the entire band of in-

terest (1240–1440 MHz) as it had been the case of the glass

Fig. 7. |S11| for several different dimension configurations.

barrier. However in fact the entire band is divided into two

sub-bands1240–1340 MHz and 1340–1440 MHz served by

different types of tubes. Thus the manufacturer has judged

that preparation of two types of the output for two different

sub-bands is not a major practical problem.

Prototype of a tube with ceramic barrier has been manu-

factured by Z.E. Lamina SA and measured. Good results

have been obtained as presented in Fig. 8. The heat dissipa-

Fig. 8. Output power and efficiency obtained for the tubes with

glass and ceramic barriers.

tion properties were tested by measurements of the cooling

air temperature versus average output power for both con-

structions of the tube. It was found that increase of the

cooling air temperature above the room temperature was

about 30% lower when alumina barrier was applied. Tak-

ing into account that alumina can work without damage in

much higher temperature than glass this is a very promising

result for manufacturing practice.

4. Modeling of the entire tube structure

So far we have treated the coax-to-waveguide transition

as a stand-alone structure. This does not provide full pic-

ture of the physical setup. The transition is placed at the

output of a complicated slow wave structure of the tube

as shown in Fig. 9. We have used the 3D drawing pro-

vided by Z.E. Lamina SA to prepare a QW-3D model of

Fig. 9. 3D model of LM113 tube without outputs.
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the entire tube. To increase the efficiency of calculations we

have segmented the structure into three parts: input transi-

tion, slow wave structure and output transition. Each of the

parts was calculated separately and the resulting S-matrices

were combined using S-Converter [5] of QW-3D package.

Fig. 10. SW R of the structure of whole tube calculated in QW-3D

software.

Figure 10 shows calculated SWR of the entire structure.

The results confirm good properties of the entire structure

in the band of interest and indicate possibilities of further

optimization. It should be noted however that these results

concern so called “cold test” when the tube is not active and

electron beam does not interacts with the electromagnetic

wave. Relations between the “cold test” properties and ac-

tual properties of the tube during its normal operation are

beyond the scope of this work.

5. Conclusions

The task of optimization of the output structures of L-

band power amplitrons has been conducted. Electromag-

netic modeling permitted better understanding of the phys-

ical phenomena concerning power dissipation in the coax-

to-waveguide transitions used in the tubes. It helped to

understand the cause of occasional damage by overheat-

ing of the glass bubbles used in the tubes. New design

was proposed, manufactured and tested showing its supe-

rior properties with respect to earlier designs. Alternative

output of the tube using an alumina barrier was designed

and tested. It was the first time that such barrier was suc-

cessfully applied to that kind of tubes. It was also shown

that it is practically possible to model the entire structure

of the tube comprising the input, output nd the slow-wave

structure. This opens new possibilities of optimization of

the design of the amplitron tubes.
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Paper On the ambiguity function

for accelerating target in FMCW radar

Rafał Rytel-Andrianik

Abstract— In the paper, we are concerned with FMCW radar

detection of an accelerating target, echo of which is buried

in an additive white Gaussian noise. We derive and analyze

three-dimensional generalized ambiguity function for target

range, velocity and acceleration. We interpret known prop-

erties of this function and obtain new ones, which allows us

to specify resolutions and regions of unambiguity for range,

velocity and acceleration. The obtained resolutions we express

in terms of corresponding Cramer-Rao bounds.

Keywords— FMCW radar, detection, ambiguity function.

1. Introduction

In the paper, we are concerned with a linearly frequency

modulated continuous wave radar (L-FMCW radar) that

transmits T -periodic constant amplitude signal with fre-

quency linearly rising in each period. If we denote the

carrier frequency by fc and frequency modulation slope

as α , the instantaneous frequency of a transmitted signal is

fc +αt for one period −T/2 < t < T/2, and frequency de-

viation is αT . An illuminated target at range r(t) backscat-

ters the transmitted signal to the radar, where it is received

and mixed with a copy of the transmitted signal.

The obtained beat signal is block processed, each block

corresponds to 2K + 1 modulation periods. We assume

in the paper, that within the time (2K + 1)T of a signal

block (the measurement time or coherent integration time),

the illuminated target is moving with constant acceleration

with respect to the radar, thus the range is:

r(t) = r0 + v0t + 0.5at
2 (1)

during the measurement time

−(2K + 1)T/2 < t < (2K + 1)T/2. (2)

In the range Eq. (1), the parameter r0 = r(0) is target

range in the middle of the measurement time Eq. (2), v0 is

target radial velocity for t = 0, and a is target radial accel-

eration.

The beat signal is sampled with sampling frequency fs

omitting transients at the beginning of each modulation

period. We denote the obtained discrete beat signal as

y(m,k) for discrete time within each modulation period

m =−M, ...,M and modulation periods k =−K, ...,K. This

signal is sum of the useful component Ae
jφ0x(m,k) (that

is “template” x(m,k) and complex amplitude Ae
jφ0) and

an additive complex circular white Gaussian noise n(m,k)
of variance σ2:

y(m,k) = Ae
jφ0x(m,k)+ n(m,k) (3a)

for

k = −K, ...,K and m = −M, ...,M (3b)

Neglecting range walk, the template x(m,k) of the useful

signal can be approximated (see [3, 5]) as:

x(m,k) = exp{ j(θrm+ bvk + bak
2)}, (4)

where the parameters θr,bv,ba are normalized range, nor-

malized velocity, and normalized acceleration, respectively:

θr = 2π 2α
c fs

r0,

bv = 2π
2 fcT

c
v0,

ba = 2π fcT
2

c
a,

(5)

where c is speed of light. From Eqs. (4) and (5) we see that

the beat signal is (a) linear-phase with respect to the “fast

time” m, and (b) quadratic-phase with respect to modulation

period index, or “slow time”, k.

In order to use a vector notation, we define the vector y

containing all samples of the measured beat signal:

y = [y(−M,−K), · · · ,y(M,−K), · · · ,

, · · · ,y(−M,K), · · · ,y(M,K)].
(6)

Analogously, we define vector x of the useful signal tem-

plate Eq. (4), and vector n of a noise component. The norm

of vector x is ||x||
2 = (2M + 1)(2K + 1).

2. Detection and ambiguity function

In the detection problem we need to decide if the tar-

get echo is present in the received signal (hypothesis H1:

y = Ae
jφ0x + n as in Eq. (3)) or target echo is not present

(hypothesis H0: y = n). For the Neyman-Pearson crite-

rion [4], we do the optimal test by calculating the test

statistic D defined as:

D =
1

||x||2σ2

∣

∣x
H

y
∣

∣

2
(7)

and compare it with a threshold γ . If the threshold is ex-

ceeded we decide “target present” (H1), if not we decide

otherwise (H0), that is:

D

H1

≷
H0

γ. (8)
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The threshold is a function of designed probability of false

alarm: γ = − lnPf a.

Calculation of the test statistic D (Eq. (7)) requires knowl-

edge of x and, according to Eq. (4), knowledge of target

parameters r0, v0, a. If these parameters are unknown, then

we do multiple tests for a discrete set of hypothetical target

motion parameters, specified on a certain grid. The ques-

tion that here appears is how dense and how wide should

this grid be. In order to answer this question, we use the

ambiguity function concept.

We denote unknown true normalized target parameters

as [θ+
r ,b

+
v ,b

+
a ], and useful signal template correspond-

ing to these parameters as x(θ+
r ,b

+
v ,b

+
a ). Using this no-

tation and assuming that the target is present, we have y =
Ae

jφ0x(θ+
r ,b

+
v ,b

+
a )+ n, and the detection statistic Eq. (7),

calculated for hypothetical target parameters [θr,bv,ba], is

D(θr,bv,ba)

=
1

||x||2σ2

∣

∣x
H(θr,bv,ba)(Ae

jφ0 x(θ+
r ,b

+
v ,b

+
a )+ n)

∣

∣

2
. (9)

Defining the ambiguity function as:

H(θr −θ+
r ,bv −b

+
v ,ba −b

+
a )

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

x
H(θ+

r ,b
+
v ,b

+
a )x(θr,bv,ba)

||x||2

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(10)

and signal to noise ratio as SNR = A
2
||x||

2
/σ2, we may

rewrite the test statistic Eq. (9) as:

D(θr,bv,ba)

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

√

SNR ·H(θr −θ+
r ,bv −b

+
v ,ba −b

+
a )+ n1

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (11)

where n1 represents complex random value with Gaussian

pdf CN(0,1). The last equation means that probability

of detection depends only on SNR, shape of the ambi-

guity function, and how close the hypothetical parameters

[θr,bv,ba] are to the unknown true parameters [θ+
r ,b

+
v ,b

+
a ].

The width of the main lobe of the ambiguity function tells

us how dense should the hypothetical parameter grid be

(radar resolution) and period of this function specifies size

of the grid (region of unambiguous parameters). In next

section we analyze the ambiguity function Eq. (10).

3. Analysis of the ambiguity function

Since in Eq. (11) we have only differences θr −θ+
r , bv−b

+
v

and ba −b
+
a , we may assume for simplicity that true target

parameters are all zeros, that is [θ+
r ,b

+
v ,b

+
a ] = [0,0,0]. Ac-

cording to Eq. (4), we can rewrite the ambiguity function

as:

H(θr,bv,ba) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

(2M + 1)(2K + 1)

M

∑
m=−M

K

∑
k=−K

exp{ jθrm}

×exp{ j(bvk + bak
2)}

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

= Hr(θr) ·Hb(bv,ba),

where

Hr(θr) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2M + 1

M

∑
m=−M

exp{ jθrm}

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(12)

and

Hb(bv,ba) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2K + 1

K

∑
k=−K

exp{ j(bvk + bak
2)}

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (13)

We see, that the ambiguity function is a product of function

Hr(θr) dependant only on range, and function Hb(bv,ba),
dependent only on the movement parameters bv, ba. Thus,

radar movement characteristics are, in this sense, indepen-

dent of range characteristics. We will call functions Hr(θr)
and Hb(bv,ba) range ambiguity function and movement am-

biguity function, respectively.

3.1. Ambiguity function with respect to range

The range ambiguity function Hr(θr) from Eq. (12) is

a squared modulus of a rectangular window spectrum nor-

malized in such a way that its maximum is equal to one:

Hr(θr) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

sin[(2M + 1)θr/2]

(2M + 1)sin[θr/2]

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (14)

The zero-to-zero width of the main lobe of this function is

equal to 4π/(2M + 1). Defining the range resolution △θr

as half of this value, we obtain:

△θr = 2π/(2M + 1). (15)

The density of the range grid on which the detection tests

are done should not be smaller than △θr. Furthermore, the

function Hr(θr) is 2π-periodic, thus the maximal unam-

biguous range is 0 ≤ θr < 2π .

3.2. Ambiguity function with respect to velocity

and acceleration

The movement ambiguity function Hb (bv, ba) defined

in Eq. (13) is depicted in Fig. 2. It is more complicated

than previously analyzed range ambiguity function Hr(θr).
We cannot express this function in a simple form, but a few

interesting properties can be derived directly from its defi-

nition Eq. (13).

Property 1 (maximum): The function Hb(bv,ba) acquires

maximum for bv = ba = 0, and this maximum is equal to 1.

To prove it, we can easily check that Hb(bv,ba) = 1, and

using the Schwartz inequality we have:

Hb(bv,ba) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

K

∑
k=−K

1

2K + 1
exp{− j(bvk + bak

2)}

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

≤

K

∑
k=−K

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2K + 1

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

×

K

∑
k=−K

∣

∣exp{− j(bvk + bak
2)}

∣

∣

2
= 1.
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This property together with Eq. (11) means that for

high SNR, the statistic D(θr,bv,ba) acquires maximum in

the vicinity of true parameters [θr,bv,ba] = [θ+
r ,b

+
v ,b

+
a ] and

this maximum is approximately (because of noise) equal

to SNR.

Property 2 (symmetry): It was shown in [1], that:

Hb(bv,ba) = Hb(−bv,−ba) = Hb(bv,−ba). (16)

The property is illustrated in Fig. 1. Its intuitive interpre-

tation is that positive and negative values of motion param-

eters (velocity and acceleration) are not much distinct from

each other.

Fig. 1. Symmetry of the motion ambiguity function Hb(bv,ba).

Property 3 (periodicity): It was also shown in [1], that

Hb(bv,ba) = Hb(bv + πn1,ba + πn2) (17)

for integers n1 and n2 such that n1 + n2 is even.

This property means that periods of the ambiguity

function are (2π ,0), (0,2π), (π ,π), (π ,−π), (−π ,π),
(−π ,−π), (0,−2π), (−2π ,0). This periodicity is visible

in Fig. 2a.

Property 3 allows us to find a region of unambiguous ve-

locity and acceleration bv,ba. We do it by observing that if

[bv,ba] is in this region, then [bv +πn1,ba +πn2] is not. We

may notice that shape of this region is not unique. A few

possible regions of unambiguous velocity and acceleration

are depicted in Figs. 2b-e. For example in the Fig. 2b

we have unambiguous velocity-acceleration region such

that:

−π ≤ bv < π ,

−π/2 ≤ ba < π/2. (18)

We may notice that in Eq. (18), the maximal unambigu-

ous velocity ±π is the same as in the constant velocity

case when ba ≡ 0. In other words, extending target range

model to include acceleration, does not affect ambiguity of

velocity measurement.

Fig. 2. (a) Plot of the ambiguity function Hb(bv,ba) with marked

unambiguity region corresponding to (b). Figures (b)-(e): a few

examples of unambiguity regions for parameters bv,ba (dots sym-

bolize periodically repeated maxima of Hb(bv,ba)).

It is worth noting that sidelobes for ba ≈ π/2 are very

high and it would be difficult to use the whole range of

unambiguous acceleration −π/2 ≤ ba < π/2 in a multi-

target detection. Hence, the radar parameters should be

chosen to assure that acceleration of a typical target is much

smaller than π/2.

Property 4 (intersection for ba = 0): Intersection of

Hb(bv,ba) for ba = 0, that is Hb(bv,0), is the squared mod-

ulus of the rectangular window spectrum.

This property can be derived directly from definition of

function Hb(·). Thanks to this property we know that radar

velocity resolution is

△bv = 2π/(2K + 1) (19)

and is the same as in the case of constant velocity target.

Radar velocity resolution is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Cross-section of Hb(bv,ba) for ba = 0 and radar velocity

resolution △bv.

Property 5 (intersection for bv = 0): If ba is small, and K

is big enough, then Hb(0,ba) is a function of ba(2K + 1)2

only (not independently of ba and K).

This property can be proved by approximating the function

Hb(0,ba) with the corresponding integral:

Hb(0,ba) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2K + 1

K

∑
k=−K

e
jbak

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

≈

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

2K + 1

∫

K+1/2

−K−1/2

e
jbat

2
1 dt1

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

(2K + 1)
√

ba

∫ (2K+1)
√

ba/2

−(2K+1)
√

ba/2

e
jt

2

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (20)

The last equality was obtained by setting bat
2

1
= t

2.

The main result of this property is that half of the main

lobe width, that is radar acceleration resolution (see Fig. 4)

is

△ba = 2π
ca

(2K + 1)2
(21)

for a constant ca. Using computer simulations we showed

that for half of a minimum-to-minimum main lobe width

(we can call it radar acceleration resolution) ca ≈ 3.676.

Hence, the non-normalized acceleration resolution is

(from Eq. (5)): △a = 3.68λ/[(2K + 1)T ]2, where λ = c/ fc

is a wavelength. We may use this equation to decide if

target acceleration should be taken into account in the de-

Fig. 4. Cross-section of Hb(bv,ba) for bv = 0 and radar acceler-

ation resolution △ba.

tection test design. If expected maximal acceleration of

a typical useful target is smaller than △a then we may ne-

glect acceleration and assume constant velocity what cor-

responds to having only one acceleration cell centered at

a = 0. If the acceleration is greater, then more acceleration

cells should be created, otherwise, velocity spectrum would

be smeared (see [6]) considerably reducing probability of

detection.

Property 6 (relation to the Cramer-Rao bounds): Veloc-

ity and acceleration resolutions △bv and △ba are related

to respective Cramer-Rao bounds CRB{bv} and CRB{ba}

according to the equations:

√

CRB{bv} =
0.39
√

SNR
△bv, (22)

√

CRB{ba} =
0.41
√

SNR
△ba. (23)

According to [3] and [2], the Cramer-Rao bounds for nor-

malized velocity and acceleration are:

CRB{bv} =
6

SNR · (2K + 1)2
, (24)

CRB{ba} =
90

SNR · (2K + 1)4
. (25)

The Cramer-Rao bounds CRB{bv} and CRB{ba} are lower

bounds on variance of any unbiased estimator of parame-

ters bv and ba, respectively. Hence, Eqs. (22) and (23)

reveal proportionality of bounds on standard deviations to

radar resolutions obtained from the analysis of the ambi-

guity function. It is interesting, that although cross sec-

tions of Hb(bv,ba) across velocity and acceleration dimen-

sions are quite different, the two proportionality coefficients

0.39/

√
SNR and 0.41/

√
SNR are almost the same.

4. Conclusions

We analyzed the ambiguity function for accelerating

target. This allowed us to calculate radar resolutions and

specify regions of unambiguous range, velocity and accel-

eration. We showed that due to choosing measurement time

Eq. (2) symmetrical around t = 0, maximal unambiguous

velocity and velocity resolution are the same for an accel-

erating target as would be in a constant velocity case. We

also related radar resolutions to corresponding Cramer-Rao

bounds.
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Paper Technologies for low cost

small satellites
Krzysztof Kurek

Abstract— Paper presents short description of satellite struc-

ture and characterization of its subsystems. Review of tech-

nologies used in small satellite missions is presented, consid-

ering possible solutions in low cost projects. Three common

solutions: the use of commercial off the shelf (COTS) compo-

nents, miniaturization, remote testing and integration of sub-

systems can be used to significantly reduce cost of the satellite.

Keywords—small satellites, satellite systems, space technology.

1. Introduction

Satellite industry is one of the most dynamically developing

discipline of world economy, beside of satellite communi-

cations other applications, like navigation and positioning

systems, observation of the Earth and space, stay more im-

portant [1]. Last years it is observed increase of interest

of small satellites (mini- and microsatellites) placed in low

Earth orbits (LEO), used specially in no communications

applications. Small satellites although their small dimen-

sions and mass do not differ from large ones, including

practically the same systems and blocks and realizing the

same functions. Classical satellites are large and expen-

sive, and process of their building lasts for many years and

requires vast financial expenditures that can be bear only

by large organizations. Technology development leading

to miniaturization of electronic elements has allowed to

build small satellites that could be used in different appli-

cations [2, 3]. Short time of building and smaller costs of

launch makes use of these satellites very attractive.

Small satellites can be used in many applications:

• Earth observations. Standard methods of observa-

tions using large satellites are expensive. Small satel-

lite using proper instruments (cameras, sensors) can

realize observations with large resolution.

• Tests and verification of new technologies in space

environment. Because of cost and time of realiza-

tion of a small satellite is considerably smaller, it is

ideal to realize different tests of a behavior of units

and materials in space.

• Education and training. It is a cheap method to

educate engineers in area of space technology. Edu-

cation process includes project, realization and tests

of the satellite, launch, monitoring and control of the

satellite in an orbit.

• Military applications.

• Exploration of space.

• Special communications.

Electronic elements working on the satellite have to meet

specific requirements relating to miniaturization, energy

savings, resistance to gravity load and radiation, reliabil-

ity. Scientific research considering possibilities of use in

small satellites of commercial off the shelf (COTS) com-

ponents instead special space ones are done [4]. Use of

these components requires proper system solutions, secur-

ing large reliability, but can significantly reduce cost of the

satellite building, that is essential matter in short time and

education missions, i.e., SSETI ESEO satellite [5].

2. Satellite structure

All systems of the satellite can be divided on two parts:

1. Payload – containing instruments, equipment,

transponders necessary to realize mission of the satel-

lite.

2. Satellite bus (space platform) – ensuring conditions

to proper work of payload. Following subsystems

can be identified:

• mechanical structure – carriage, alignment of

systems, shielding, heat dissipation, interface

with launcher;

• communication system (Comm) – realization of

communication with ground stations and even-

tually with other satellites;

• on-board data handling system (OBDH) – con-

trol and steering of all satellite systems;

• attitude control system (ACS) – control of satel-

lite orientation in the orbit;

• electrical power system (EPS) – generation of

voltages to supply all subsystems;

• thermal system – control of temperature inside

the satellite;

• propulsion system – realization of orbit main-

tenance.

Satellite in the orbit is exposed on environment conditions

that have influence on its subsystems:

• Gravity overload and vibrations during launch – all

satellite subsystems have to work properly after such

stress.

• Vacuum – problems with heat dissipation, degassing

of some materials.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the satellite.

• Radiation (large energy particles: electrons, protons,

heave ions; electromagnetic wave) – causes errors

in electronic circuits, specially in semiconductors

(single event effects: SEL, SEU). Crucial parameter

for semiconductors is total doze of accepted radia-

tion, determining possibility of circuit failure. Level

of radiation depends on orbit height, the higher or-

bit the larger radiation, but additionally around the

Earth there are van Allen belts, where radiation is

very high.

• High range of temperatures.

Connections between satellite subsystems are presented

in Fig. 1. Communications between them is realized by

system bus that allows OBDH to send commands to and

receive telemetry data from all subsystems. Considering

space environment conditions and impossibility of repair all

satellite systems should be reliable and resistant to environ-

mental stresses. Fulfilment of such requirements requires

the use of elements able to work in space and proper sys-

tem configurations. Systems important for satellite proper

work are redundant (hot or cold redundancy).

On-board computer (OBC) of OBDH system controls and

monitors proper operation of other subsystems, it realizes,

by communications subsystem, communication with the

ground control station receiving telecommands and sending

telemetry data. Also ACS and payload can include com-

puters supporting realization of main functions of these

systems: respectively attitude control and correction and

payload data processing. In low cost noncommercial mis-

sions, i.e., education, nanosatellites, there is often only one

computer system on satellite, realizing functions of OBDH,

ACS and recording of data from payload.

System bus allows to realize communications between

satellite subsystems and have to guarantee high resistance

to data distortions caused by space environment (radia-

tion), therefore standards of serial transmission like CAN,

RS-422, or I2C in nano- and picosatellites, are commonly

used.

In general payload can realize transmission and reception

of data depending on mission principles (i.e., telecommu-

nications satellites), but in earth observation and scientific

missions data collected by payload are sent to the ground

stations.

Depending on mission assumptions and aims configuration

of satellite subsystems may be less or more complicated.

2.1. Mechanical structure

Satellite body must be light, simple and practical con-

struction that can be adapted to requirements of different

missions and launch rockets in easy way. It is build us-

ing aluminium or composite materials often as honeycomb

structure. It should be modular construction easy to mod-

ification, with minimum number and variety of parts. All

satellite systems are mounted to the structure and for differ-

ent task realized by satellite different solutions are optimal

(i.e., stacked panels, modules mounted to external frame).
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2.2. Electrical power system

Solar arrays are main source of electrical power for satel-

lite systems. In small satellites they are placed on its body,

but in order to increase available power they can be also

realized as deployable panels that are deployed after plac-

ing the satellite in the orbit. In such a case sun tracking

system is not used, because of its necessary mechanical

elements increase overall weight of the satellite. In order

to maximize power obtained from the arrays for differ-

ent illumination conditions and temperatures peak power

track (PPT) systems are used.

Space qualified solar arrays are very expensive and terres-

trial technology arrays are used in many low cost missions.

Some modifications to improve arrays reliability and resis-

tance to space environment must be considered. The solar

cells are encapsulated between two layers of special poly-

mer resistant to UV light and with good mechanical prop-

erties. Solar cells are built using two main single crystal

materials:

• Si – wide use in space missions, efficiency: ∼10%;

• GaAs – higher efficiency: ∼20%, but larger weight

and cost.

To increase of light conversion efficiency double and triple

junctions cells can be used. Thin film photovoltaic (TFP)

materials are other interesting solution [6]. Such mate-

rials have smaller efficiency, but they are chipper, flexi-

ble, more radiation resistant and have significantly smaller

weight. Less mass of TFP solar arrays can significantly

reduce weight and cost of satellite for certain missions.

Additionally flexibility of these materials allows to build

deployable panels in easy way – arrays can be rolled up

during a launch and then deployed in an orbit.

When satellite is in the Earth shadow chemical battery must

be used to allow proper continues work of satellite systems.

Battery is charged during sunlight and special charge con-

troller is used to protect the battery against overcharging

and from other side against discharging. Regulation of

power taken from the battery is realized by proper choose

of modes of satellite systems (scheduling of tasks) in such

a way that maximum power is taken when the battery is

charged. When there is shortage of power, systems no crit-

ical for proper functioning of the satellite are switched off.

Three main types of chemical batteries are mainly used in

space applications:

• NiCd – high robustness and cycle life, but small en-

ergy density;

• NiH2 – larger energy density, high cycle life, pressure

vessels;

• Li-ion – high energy density, more expensive, shorter

cycle life.

In many missions in order to cost decrease terrestrial bat-

teries, after tests of their proper operation in space envi-

ronment, are used.

Voltage from the battery is used to generate all voltages nec-

essary to supply all satellite systems, using switching mode

DC/DC converters, and then distribute them to systems us-

ing separate lines protected by current tripping switches or

by fuses.

Power system must be reliable and autonomous. Solar ar-

rays are divided on independent modules and redundancy

of electrical circuits is used to increase reliability. Simple

logic unit, independent on OBDH, is used to control and

monitor work of the system. Considering small weight and

dimensions of small satellites (specially nanosatelites) the

use of effective solar cells is critical factor. In addition

other systems (antennas, payload) must be placed on the

surface of satellite, that also limit size of solar array and

results in significant power limitation for small satellites.

2.3. Communication system

Communication system realizes three communication chan-

nels with the Earth :

• telecommand channel (TC) – reception of commands

steering work modes of satellite systems;

• telemetry channel (TM) – transmission of data about

status of all satellite systems;

• payload/data channel – used to transmission of data

obtained by payload.

Structure of transmitter/ receiver blocks responds standard

solutions used in radiocommunication systems, but ele-

ments in satellite system must fulfil additional requirements

coming from space environment conditions. For the sake

of importance of communication with the ground control

station for proper operation of satellite redundancy is used.

Two receivers in TC channel operate simultaneously, and

from two transmitters in TM channel only one operates

(cold redundancy – in order to minimize power consump-

tion by high power amplifiers). When the ground station

does not receive telemetry data, it sends command to switch

on second transmitter.

Transmission in TC and TM channels is realized using

packet transmission with bitrate up to a few tens kilobits.

In many cases (specially in nanosatellites) standard radioa-

mateur UHF bands are used. This allows to receive signals

from the satellite by radioamateurs in different locations,

and increase amount of data received from the satellite.

Antennas used in TC and TM channels must have wide

radiation patterns assuring communication with the satel-

lite independently on its orientation. It is possible using

one omnidirectional antenna or a few sector ones properly

placed on the satellite body. Transmission in data channel

is realized when the satellite is in operation mode and it

has proper orientation, so high gain narrow beam antenna

can be used to improve properties of the link. If the same

antenna is used to transmission and reception of signals the

use of diplexer to separate frequency bands of the transmit-

ter and receiver branches in antenna output is necessary.
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2.4. On-board data handling system

The OBDH system consists of on-board computer, system

bus to communicate with all satellite system, and direct

connection to communications system to realize telecom-

mand receiving and telemetry transmitting. Considering

OBC special configurations and solutions are used assur-

ing required high reliability and robustness, because of er-

rors in program and data can cause wrong operation of

the satellite systems. For digital circuits in space radia-

tion is the most danger, it can cause damages or distortions

in processed, stored and transmitted digital data. Separate

RAM memories are used for data and program, and start

up program is stored in EPROM, that is more resistant

to radiation. Memories are protected against radiation er-

rors. Performed research has shown that radiation level and

caused by it errors depend on orbit height. For LEO errors

occur rarely as single bit distortion in single words. When

large amount of data (long block) is stored in memory two

bit errors in single word can be observed, but probability

of such situation is much smaller.

Three solutions are commonly used to protect memory

data: triple voting memory, error detection and correc-

tion (EDAC) memory, and block code protection of blocs

of data.

For the satellite placed into low orbit total doze of radiation

is small, bellow 20 krad, and COTS elements can be used

instead of special space radhard versions. Many different

microprocessors are used in space applications depending

on specific and requirements of the mission: Intel PC fam-

ily, power PC, single chip microprocessors. Using of soft-

ware processors implemented in programmable structure

(field programmable gate array – FPGA) is other interesting

solution. It allows to integrate all OBC systems (micropro-

cessor, data and program RAM, I/O interfaces, system bus

controller) in single structure – system on chip [7].

Some technology aspects are important when the choice of

microprocessor is considered: small power consumption,

resistance against radiation (proper technology and supply

voltage), good software support.

2.5. Attitude control system

The aim of ACS is assure proper orientation and stabiliza-

tion of the satellite position with required accuracy that

depends on mission requirements. Stabilization can be re-

alized using passive or active methods. In passive system

spin of the satellite or gravity gradient are used to atti-

tude control. These are simple solutions, but their accu-

racy is small (range of a few degrees). To increase accu-

racy active methods are used. Such a system consists of

sensors, actuators that allow to change the satellite orienta-

tion, and control system (often realized as a Kalman filter)

that generates steering signals for actuators using data from

sensors.

Sun sensors, magnetometers, gyroscopes, earth surface sen-

sors are used as sensors, and momentum wheels, magnetic

torques, jet and compressed gas propulsions as actuators.

Actuators, specially momentum wheels are large and mas-

sive devices considering small satellite point of view. Con-

ventional wheel can have 10–15 cm diameter and 5–10 cm

height, mass above 1 kg and power consumption of 10 W.

It can be used in satellites that have weight larger

than 20–30 kg. For smaller satellites gravity booms and

magnetic torques can be used, but achieved precision of at-

titude control is smaller. When life of a mission is very short

microjets can be used. For longer missions micro-wheels,

using MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical system) technol-

ogy [8] or/and high temperature superconductors (HTS) [9],

can be practical solution. Such micro-wheels can be used

to attitude control and also to energy storage instead chem-

ical batteries. Using pairs of counter-rotating wheels inte-

grated in one package energy can be added and extracted

from them without changes of the satellite orientation.

Nowadays also multiple antenna GPS (global positioning

system) receiver can be used to determine of the satellite

orientation. Using three or more antennas differently paced

on the satellite body calculation of the satellite attitude can

be realized with accuracy better than one degree. GPS is

also a source of reference time for satellite systems.

3. Technology trends

Technical research in area of realization of low cost small

satellites should consider following aspects:

1. Miniaturization and integration of satellite systems

allowing to decrease dimensions, weight and cost of

the satellite:

• new types of batteries and solar cells (i.e., thin

film technology);

• the use of MEMS systems (micro-propulsion,

micro-momentum wheels, micro-cooling);

• electronic modules:

– new types of microwave components to

the transmitter and receiver modules (small

light filters, high efficiency power ampli-

fiers, patch antennas);

– the use of programmable circuits

(i.e., FPGA) to digital signal process-

ing (DSP) realizing baseband and IF sig-

nal processing in communications sub-

system (modulators, demodulators, filters,

distortion precorrectors); this will allow

to realize all signal operations in one

unit in digital form, excluding only RF

module and A/D, D/A converters; changes

of parameters of the received or the

transmitted signal can be realized by

software changes;

– integration of on-board computer OBC in

single chip (system on the chip solution) in

FPGA structures.
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2. The use of COTS elements and methods of increas-

ing of reliability of modules used such elements.

In order to minimize cost of the satellite system in

low orbit COTS solutions are preferable in both ar-

eas: hardware and software. Specially it is essential

in education missions when minimization of cost is

critical issue. For assumption of short mission life

it is an optimal solution. But using proper elements

and system configurations (redundancy, environment

ground tests) it can also be adapted to commercial

longer life missions, allowing required system relia-

bility.

3. Remote testing and virtual integration of systems us-

ing Internet. Integration systems and complex tests

of the satellite are ones of more essential stages of its

design. Correction of any errors found in this stage

is expensively and tools to earlier detection of such

errors and problems should be considered. The use

of Internet to virtual communications between satel-

lite systems will be good solution, specially when

the satellite is realized in international cooperation.

After implementation of interfaces between systems

and Internet virtual testing can be performed and

if results will be positive real integration will be

realized.

4. Conclusions

Short overview of satellite structure and technologies used

in small satellites has been presented. The use of such satel-

lites is attractive in many different applications, i.e., Earth

observation, in-space technology validation and education

missions. Limitations of weight, dimensions and available

electrical power require the use of proper technical solu-

tions of satellite subsystems. In case of LEO satellites

COTS elements are commonly used, allowing to signifi-

cantly reduce cost of satellite. But this requires proper sys-

tem configuration and realization of ground tests to verify

proper operation of such elements in space environment.

Tendency to minimize size and weight of satellite subsys-

tems, keeping their performances, is other important factor

in small satellite missions. In this case MEMS systems

that can realize different functions, are very promising so-

lution. Also the use of thin film photovoltaic materials in

solar panels and high temperature superconductors in mo-

mentum wheels can create new possibilities.
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Paper MUPUS insertion device

for the Rosetta mission
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Abstract— An original mechanical device designed to insert

a penetrator into a cometary nucleus in an almost gravity-

free environment is described. The device comprises a ham-

mer and a power supply system that stores electrical energy

in a capacitor. The accumulated energy is discharged through

a coil forming a part of electromagnetic circuit that accelerates

the hammer. The efficiency of converting the electrical energy

to kinetic energy of the hammer is not very high (amounts

to about 25%), but the system is very reliable. Additionally,

the hammer energy can be chosen from four power settings,

hence adjustment of the stroke’s strength to nucleus hard-

ness is possible. The device passed many mechanical, func-

tional, thermal and vibration tests and was improved from

one model to another. The final, flight model was integrated

with the lander Philae and started its space journey to comet

Churyumov-Gerasimenko in March 2004.

Keywords— comets, penetrators, hammering device.

1. Introduction

The European Space Agency (ESA) cornerstone mission

Rosetta to comet Churyumov-Gerasimienko comprises the

main spacecraft that will become a comet companion for at

least half a year and the Philae lander [1]. Philae weights

about 100 km and includes eight instruments that will mea-

sure chemical composition and physical properties of the

comet [2]. Space Research Centre participates in the ex-

periment MUPUS (multi-purpose sensors for surface and

sub-surface science) [3, 4] that is dedicated to obtain tem-

perature profile of nucleus’ subsurface layers to a depth of

40 cm and thermal conductivity of cometary material. The

experiment MUPUS is developed by a multinational team

led by Prof. T. Spohn from the Muenster University.

The main engineering problems that had to be solved in the

design phase were:

– how to insert a 40 cm long penetrator equipped

with thermal sensors into the nucleus composed of

a porous ice-dust mixture;

– how to deploy the penetrator and its insertion device

to a distance of about 1 m from Philae, in order to

avoid thermal perturbations caused by the lander.

In this short paper we will address the first issue only.

The cometary environment is very unusual and poses severe

requirements on the instrument. First of all, the nucleus is

a small body (2–3 km in diameter), with almost negligible

gravity (more than four orders of magnitude smaller that on

the Earth) and with low pressure and temperature, 10
−6 bar

and 130 K, respectively. The gravity-free condition does

not allow using the lander body as an inertial support; it

will recoil easily after each stroke of the insertion device,

in agreement with the conservation of momentum in an

isolated system. In the vacuum and low temperature on the

nucleus it is very important to avoid cold-welding effect

between metal parts of the device and carefully design all

moving and driving subsystems (e.g., motors). Additional

constraints are due to sparse lander resources: an average

power assigned to MUPUS is 1.5 W, and the instrument

should not weight more than 2 kg.

2. Device concept and development

The first issue to be decided about was what type insertion

device would be used:

– a single impulse engine (rocket), powered by gun-

powder, chemical fuel or high-pressure gas, or

– a multi-stroke system that would slowly insert the

penetrator into the nucleus.

For safety reasons and because of uncertainty in our knowl-

edge about the material strength of the nucleus, the first op-

tion was abandoned and the hammering concept was cho-

sen. The Philae power supply system delivers energy to

its instruments in a form of low voltage electric current.

In order to execute hammer strokes energetic enough to

penetrate the surface this power must first be stored in the

insertion device and then released with maximum efficiency

possible. Three kinds of energy storage systems were con-

sidered:

– mechanical potential (spring);

– mechanical kinetic (reaction wheel);

– electric (capacitor).

The capacitor has an advantage that there is no need to

convert the supplying current to any form of mechanical

energy and was, therefore, accepted. Following this choice,

an electromagnet was implemented as the hammer accel-

erating subsystem. The static hollow cylindrical carcass

made of iron forms together with a hammer an electro-

magnetic circuit. The discharge of capacitor converts the

current energy to magnetic field and forces the hammer to

move inside the iron cylinder to close the circuit.

After having solved the hammer engine problem, one has

to consider the basic issue of how to design the mechanical

system that would be able to continuously insert the pene-

trator into the cometary ground without supporting gravity.
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The concept applied in the MUPUS insertion device em-

ploys three masses: the penetrator, the hammer and the

counter-mass. The counter-mass is connected to the other

masses with weak springs. A single stroke can be described

as a sequence of events:

a) acceleration of the hammer;

b) forward motion of the hammer and slower motion of

the (heavy) counter-mass backwards (from momen-

tum conservation);

c) the hammer hits the penetrator and recoils;

d) the penetrator moves forwards, into the ground, the

hammer and the counter-mass together move back-

wards;

e) the penetrator stops or moves backwards for a short

time;

f) the counter-mass and the hammer stop.

Since the counter-mass is much heavier than the hammer

and the penetrator tube, therfore it moves slower and the

average force acting from it through the spring on the pene-

trator in stages (d) and (e) is much smaller than the forward

force pushing the penetrator into the ground just after the

hammer hit. In Fig. 1 the insertion scenario during a single

Fig. 1. Four phases of insertion during a single stroke: 1 –

hammer acceleration; 2 – hammer hits the penetrator and recoils;

3 – the masses move backwards; 4 – the motion stops.

stroke is illustrated. The phase 1 in the figure corresponds

to event (a) in the scenario. Events (b) and (c) are shown

as phase 2, while events (d) and (e) are merged in the fig-

ure into phase 3. Finally, the last event (f) corresponds to

phase 4.

In Fig. 2 time dependence of the force acting on the

penetrator is shown. The energetic phase of penetration,

in which the force exerted on the penetrator is large, is

followed by a much slower (due to the counter-mass iner-

tia) recoil that tries to pull out the penetrator with a much

weaker force. If this latter force is below the level of fric-

tion/anchoring force between the medium and the penetra-

Fig. 2. Time dependence of the force exerted on the penetrator

during a single stroke. The first part corresponds to the hitting of

the penetrator by the hammer. The second part shows the pulling

out force that acts during the recoil.

tor, then the penetrator will not be pulled out of the ground

during recoil. An elementary analysis of the efficiency

of momentum exchange in hammer-penetrator collisions as

well as of push in and pulling out forces acting on the pen-

etrator from the counter-mass shows that the mass distribu-

tion between the penetrator, the hammer and the counter-

mass should be close to the relation 1:1:10. In practice,

the masses are limited by functional constraints, choice of

material, geometry, etc., therefore it is difficult to reach the

ideal proportions. In the final, flight model of MUPUS the

penetrator weights 60 g, the hammer 30 g, and the counter-

mass 350 g.

The last problem to consider is how to support the ham-

mering device during the initial stage of insertion, when

the penetrator is not yet stuck in the ground. Here, the

deployment device composed of two expandable tubular

booms comes to the rescue. It links the insertion device

with the lander with a force of about 1 N that is strong

enough to bring the penetrator tip back to the ground af-

ter the recoil following the stroke. The penetrator tip is

equipped with a set of anchoring whiskers, which efficiently

increase the resistance of the penetrator against the pulling

out force.

Fig. 3. Cross-section of the hammering device. Only the upper

part of the penetrator rod is shown.
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The cross-section of the hammering device is shown in

Fig. 3. The housing contains the capacitor that surrounds

the electromagnet with the hammer inside it. Above, there

is an electronic compartment with the hammer controlling

circuits and chips.

3. Performance and tests

The device was carefully tested, first at the level of subsys-

tems (electromagnet, capacitor, mechanical part, etc.) then

as a whole. The electromagnetic circuit was simulated

by finite element method (FEM) and its parameters were

optimized [5]. The most interesting were the functional tests

of insertion into cometary like materials. Those were simu-

lated by Ytong and solid foam blocks. To imitate the grav-

ity free condition, the penetrator was suspended horizon-

tally on a pair of strings (Fig. 4). The blocks were highly

Fig. 4. The stand for functional test of the insertion device (left

picture).

porous (up to 90%) that appropriately mimics cometary

material but not at all weak; their compressive strength

ranged from 0.79 MPa, through 1.75 MPa, to 5–7 MPa

(for solid silica foam). The estimated strength of cometary

nuclei vary from 25 kPa to 2.5 MPa. Since the test were

passed successfully, one can assume that the hammering

device would be able to insert the penetrator into the

comet as well. The attempts to insert the penetrator into

the ice were moderately successful. If its strength did not

exceed 3 MPa, the penetrator worked fine. Above this limit,

it could only be inserted to a certain depth and then got

stuck in the ice.

Fig. 5. The flight model of MUPUS insertion device in the

stowed position on the lander balcony (right picture).

The functional tests of the insertion device were fol-

lowed by several other tests of the whole MUPUS device:

vacuum-thermal, electrical, vibrational, and electromag-

netic compatibility (EMC). The most severe test were ap-

plied to the engineering model, so that the final flight model

of MUPUS (Fig. 5) were subject to only moderately heavy

loads and environmental tests.

4. Conclusions

The MUPUS is one of the most complicated space instru-

ments developed in Space Research Centre. It is also the

only so far designed and developed cometary penetrator.

It took 6 years to develop the instrument, starting from

the first conceptual study in 1996 till the delivery of the

flight model to ESA in 2001. The insertion device described

in this paper comprises only a pat of the whole experi-

ment. It includes two other scientific elements: IR mapper

that is placed on the lander balcony and accelerometer

and temperature sensor located in the anchor that will be

shot into the nucleus at the moment of landing. Those two

units were developed by German and Austrian colleagues,

respectively. What concerns Polish contribution, we devel-

oped the deployment device, thermal sensors for the pene-
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trator, depth sensor to measure the insertion progress, part

of the on-board and the whole hammer electronics, and

flight software to control the experiment. The outcome of

the tests are the data that are now used in computer simu-

lations [6]. The involvement in MUPUS enabled the Polish

team to gain the knowledge and expertise necessary to par-

ticipate in most demanding space endeavors.
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of satellite formations

by electromagnetic forces

Roman Wawrzaszek and Marek Banaszkiewicz

Abstract— Current concept of interferometric missions as-

sume that they employ formations of spacecraft. The cooper-

ation between members of a multisatellite formation is a chal-

lenging problem. One of the main difficulties is to implement

a reliable system for position control and actuation. A pre-

cise control of the position and orientation of each satellite in

the array is a key factor in obtaining high quality images of

distant objects. The controlling system should frequently col-

lect data about geometry and kinematics of all array elements

and use actuators to keep them as close as possible to their

nominal positions. Forces that are required for actuation or

array reconfiguration in space can be produced by engines

of various types. In most cases chemical propulsion is used,

with a drawback of limited fuel resources and a danger of

polluting optical elements. In our work, we analyze dynamics

of satellite formation flight, in which interaction forces result

from electromagnetic fields generated by coils with current.

We use simple controller equation proposed by members of

MIT team to control a formation of two or three aligned satel-

lites rotating around the array’s mass center.

Keywords— electromagnetic formation flight (EMFF), satellite

formations.

1. Introduction

Current concept of interferometric missions assumes that

they employ formations of spacecraft. Optical (Darwin,

Terrestial Planet Finder – TPF [1]) as well as microwave

missions (TechSat21 [2]) are considered. The cooperation

between members of a multisatellite formation is a chal-

lenging problem. One of the main difficulties is to imple-

ment a reliable system for position control and actualisation.

In an interferometric mission, relative distances between

array members have to be known with accuracy compara-

ble with the length of detected waves. It means that for

optical astrometry with micro-arcsecond resolution intra-

member distances have to be determined with an accuracy

of at least 5 nm [3]. Measurements of relative positions

with such accuracy are very difficult. Whatever sophisti-

cated measurement (e.g., laser interferometry) and actua-

tion systems are used, they have to operate permanently, to

keep the required spacecraft configuration against perturb-

ing forces (gravitation, solar radiation, etc.).

Apart from the problem of keeping the satellite formation

in a stable but fixed state there is another one: how to

reconfigure the formation by change the intersatellite dis-

tances or the plane of their motion. On the other hand,

the stability of the formation should be continuously con-

trol against external perturbing forces, such as gravity of

the Earth, magnetic field, etc. Both problems pose severe

requirements on the control system that should be efficient,

flexible and robust.

Following Miller and Sedwick [4], we consider the elec-

tromagnetic system of control and actualisation for a multi-

satellite interferometric mission. The system consists of

a few (1–3) orthogonal magnetic dipoles located on each

satellite and realized as coils (3 coils get possibility to

obtain any resultant direction of magnetic field moment).

In addition, flywheels acting as angular momentum stor-

age are used. Kong et al. [1] describe such concept in

detail.

2. Electromagnetic interactions

and system controller

The elementary interaction of two coils is shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. It results in producing both radial and

transversal forces as well as twisting torques (equations on

this figures).

Fig. 1. Radial forces generated by electromagnetic coils.

It is not possible to get stable, static system based on elec-

tromagnetic forces only. The stabilising force has to be

introduced. For a two-member formation, the stabilising

factor can be centripetal force resulting from rotation of

spacecraft around the common centre of mass [4, 5]. Such

rotation, with an angular velocity Ω, corresponds to an
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equilibrium but still unstable state of the system, therefore

a specially constructed controller is needed.

Fig. 2. Transversal forces and torques generated by electromag-

netic coils.

After linearising the equations of motion about the equi-

librium state and employing the minimum cost-function

approach, the resulting equations for control parameter u

read:
ẋ = Ax + Bu , (1)

u = −Kx , (2)

K = −
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(3)

where the state vector x consists of differences from nom-

inal values in radial distance and radial velocity com-

ponents.

The only free parameter is λ/ρ . Stability analysis shows

that one eigenvalue of linear system Eq. (1) has positive

real part what means that nominal system is unstable.

3. Results

All simulations are made in MATLAB. The equations of

motion are solved for a multi body system with objects in-

teracting via electromagnetic forces. All calculations are

performed in 3-dimensional space. Each object is repre-

sented by a 1 kg heavy coil of 1 m radius supplied with

tuneable current.

3.1. Free space simulations

Figures 3 and 4 show simulation results for unstable system

without controller. Each trajectory corresponds to a differ-

ent initial separation error in the range from –20 to 20 nm.

Actually, there is no possibility of obtaining a stable tra-

jectory without using the controller. Even when the for-

mation starts with the exact nominal values of parame-

ters, the formation collapses or its members escape after

about 2000 s. In the figures trajectories only one object

are presented for clarity, the second one can be obtain by

mirror transformation.

Fig. 3. Trajectories of two object formation member in the motion

plane with different initial parameters.

Fig. 4. Distance changes from common mass center for two

object formation member with different initial parameters.

Fig. 5. Radial distance changes in time for different λ/ρ values

(2 objects formation).
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The control algorithm was tested for several values of con-

trol parameters. Controller efficiency as a function of time

and a control parameter value is shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 6. Radial distance changes in time for different TCP values

(2 objects formation).

This example illustrates how the system returns to the

nominal state when it starts from a configuration that is

10% larger than a nominal one (5 m distance of each satel-

lite from the common centre of mass).

Figure 3 shows the change of the radial distance for differ-

ent values of λ/ρ . This parameter represents a weighted

combination of “penalty” parameters for displacement (λ )

and control (ρ) errors; λ/ρ = 0 corresponds to the limit of

infinitely expensive control. The instability at higher values

of λ/ρ can be removed by decreasing the control step TCP.

Here, we use a discrete (realistic) control system, in which

position measurements are taken and control variables ac-

tualised every TCP seconds. As it is shown in Fig. 6, higher

values of TCP result in stability loss.

Fig. 7. Three rings on line – configuration view.

Fig. 8. Example of radial distance changes (r) in time for object A

(λ/ρ = 400, 3 body system with controller).

A 3-body formation is a natural extension of the concept

presented before. An example of the control performed

for the 3-body linear configuration shown in Fig. 7 is pre-

sented (Fig. 8). All tests have been performed assuming

that the formation is initially not so far from the nominal,

equilibrium configuration.

3.2. Simple reconfiguration

Using the stability margin of a system with controller, we

performed tests when intersatellite distance was gradually

increased. In that case, we forced the controller to try to get

Fig. 9. Simulations with distance changing from 5 to 15 m –

trajectories of 3 objects formation members in the plane of motion.

in each step a slightly increased target value by providing it

with an artificial error signal. Using this method we made

some successful simulations in both two- and three-body
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Fig. 10. Simulations with distance changing from 5 to 15 m –

object A.

cases. Results of simulations with 3 coils are presented

in Figs. 9 and 10. The cross in the centre of Fig. 9

represents the position of object B (see Fig. 7).

3.3. On orbit simulations

In analysing an electromagnetic formation on Earth orbit

we neglect any forces but the first term of geopotential

series (point mass). The comparison of uncontrolled mo-

tion, i.e., without magnetic forces – dotted line in Fig. 11,

and trajectories with the control system acting (solid line

in Fig. 11) shows that in second case the formation mem-

Fig. 11. On orbit simulations without (dotted line) and with

(solid line) magnetic control system.

bers can move on non-Keplerian, circular orbits, keeping

a 5 m distance to the nominal (Keplerian) orbit. In other

words: both objects stays at constant radial distances from

the Earth that are 10 m apart. In-between a nominal orbit

with 42 000 km radius is located.

3.4. Comparison with interferometer missions

requirements

The accuracy of the distance control can be found by cal-

culating differences of resulting position with respect to the

steady state value r = f (t). For the analysed configurations

the accuracy we found varies from about a few tenths of

milimeter for a free flying formation case to a few cen-

timeters in the in the Earth orbiting case. These values

strongly depends on λ/ρ and TCP parameters (Figs. 12

and 13). The results were obtained using a very simple

model, hence many possible important factors were ne-

glected.

Fig. 12. Mean distance fluctuations in dependence on Tp param-

eter.

Fig. 13. Mean distance fluctuations in dependence on λ/ρ pa-

rameter.
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The analysis of λ/ρ parameter impact on position accu-

racy shows that for small values the system is better sta-

bilised (i.e., distance variations from the nominal position

are smaller).

The accuracy obtained in simulations is still too small

to fulfil requirements of the optical interferometry mis-

sions, but it could be good enough for longer wavelength

missions.

4. Summary

In the paper, we presented results of simulations with

controllers employing a single parameter (scalar con-

trol). Even such simple controller allows to obtain in-

teresting results and works fine in 3-dimensional simu-

lations. The comparison with interferometer missions re-

quirements is not satisfying and shows that there is a need

to investigate more advanced controlling and modeling

concepts.
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Abstract— The spacecraft’s lifetime is often limited by re-

liability and redundancy of its components. Furthermore,

serious restrictions on duration of spacecraft operations are

posed by finite amount of fuel or cooling agent. It is also

clear that once a satellite is launched, it is extremely dif-

ficult to replace/modify its hardware on the orbit. Future

spacecraft missions, especially huge planetary orbiters, will

require servicing support from autonomous unmanned satel-

lites. In this paper we introduce and analyze a new scenario

for interception of a free rotating satellite ion a Keplerian

orbit. The scenario is divided into several stages to be exe-

cuted by the servicing satellite: attitude determination of the

target object; own motion planning; determination of the opti-

mal target position and orientation before docking; controlled

approach, i.e., decreasing of a range between satellites; orbit-

ing of the servicing satellite around the target satellite; dock-

ing, i.e., radial degreasing of the intersatellite range till the

satellites contact, while keeping constant the relative orienta-

tion between them. The control algorithm for the servicing

satellite motion during its maneuvers is described. Finally,

a few examples of satellite motion simulations according to

the proposed scenario are presented.

Keywords— satellite rendezvous, autonomous control systems,

docking maneuvers.

1. Introduction

Autonomous rendezvous is a very important element in

the retrieval of space payloads (i.e., containerized harvest)

or resupply of consumable resources (e.g., gases, fuel,

and others) [1, 2]. The scenario of interception of a tar-

get satellite by a servicing spacecraft that is introduced in

this study deals with a special situation. The target satellite

is passive during the rendezvous maneuver, which means

that communication between satellites does not exist, atti-

tude control and active thrusters are not available. It cor-

responds to an event when the satellite is out of control.

We assume that the target satellite mechanical parameters

(i.e., inertia dyadic, mass) are known and that the satel-

lite is equipped with markers [3, 4] as well as with a dock-

ing mechanism [6, 11]. In principle, it is possible to split

the autonomous rendezvous into four different subprob-

lems:

– determination of rotational states of both spacecraft

by employing a sequence of momentarily orienta-

tions;

– optimization of motion during rendezvous with re-

spect to consumed fuel, time of approach, accuracy

and reliability of docking;

– planning and controlling the approaching maneuver;

– docking with the help of a robotic arm.

What concerns the spacecraft motion, we assume that ini-

tially the satellites follow each other on the same orbit,

separated by a distance of 1 km and that the orbit is known

with any required accuracy. The rotational motion of the

servicing satellite is also known from its on-board attitude

control system, but the orientation of the target satellite is

to be determined by the vision system on servicing satellite

during the rendezvous. Practically, a set of six parameters:

three Euler angles and their derivatives have to be found

for a given time.

2. Interception scenario

The passive spacecraft Sd is out of control and rotates

freely in space, while moving on its approximately Kep-

lerian orbit. The active satellite Sr (servicing spacecraft),

should determine the rotational motion of the serviced ob-

ject and then plan and execute the approach scenario. All

operations should be performed autonomously and with

minimal expenditure of fuel by the servicing satellite and

with a high accuracy of touchdown. The rotational motion

of the passive spacecraft is to be determined using a color

markers [7].

We assume that Sr periodically (with a frequency of 10 Hz)

takes images of Sd in order to identify a set of markers.

Then, the onboard computer of Sr determines the six ini-

tial parameters of the Sd rotational motion employing a se-

quence of images. The obtained initial values (at t = t0) are

used to predict the future Sd motion. The Sd translational

motion follows the simple Kepler equations in UE frame.

The Sr motion is described in the non-inertial UEd frame,

while the control of Sr control will be realized in the or-

bital coordinate system Udorb. Here, UE is Earth-centered

inertial coordinate system, UEd results from a parallel trans-

lation of UE to the center of mass of Sd . Similarly, Ud is

a Sd body fixed frame, and Udorb is the orbital frame with

its origin in the Sd .

The Sr motion is constrained by several factors. The first

one is the condition that in the final phase of rendezvous,

the relative motion of Sr in the Ud frame should be trans-
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lational, the second one is a minimum difference between

approaching and final velocity. Even before executing

the approaching maneuver, the first approximation of the

optimal solution can be found:

[

~r
opt

α0,dorb

~v
opt

α0,dorb

]

=min
v



min
r





∣

∣~rα0,dorb;x(t)
∣
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dt
−~vα0,dorb(t)







→ ts opt < t < t f opt ,

(1)

where r describes position vector in mentioned frame re-

spectively, v – represents its time derivates in a specified

time-range.

In the first step (Fig. 1), the translational part of motion

can be planned, and later executed, by linking the initial

Fig. 1. First step of maneuver.

and final point Eq. (1) in the phase space. During the mo-

tion, new initial values of Sd motion are calculated first,

then rotational motion is predicted and finally a new opti-

mal solution is calculated from the condition of a minimum

Fig. 2. Third step of maneuver.

difference between the new final state and the previous op-

timal solution Eq. (1).

In the next step, also the rotational motion is considered.

The time dependence of Euler angles and angular velocity

vector, as they change during the motion, can be derived

from known initial and final angular positions and veloci-

ties. We follow the same approach as it was used in first

step for planning the position and velocity change.

The third step (Fig. 2) is simply a synchronous orbital mo-

tion of Sr around Sd on a circle with a radius |rα0,d |. We

arbitrarily assume that half of the rotation cycle is executed

before the docking operation is initiated.

In the fourth and final step (Fig. 3) Sr is decreasing its dis-

tance with respect to Sd . When observed from Ud (i.e., the

coordinate system rotating with Sd), the motion of Sr is

translational, i.e., the servicing spacecraft approaches Sr in

radial direction. On the other hand, in Udorb the trajectory

is a spiral with an outer and an inner radii equal to |rα0,d |

and |rα f ,d |.

Fig. 3. Fourth step of maneuver.

The control system is taken from [5]. The mathematical

description of the translational and rotational motion with

a controlling term included is given by the expression (2)

and (3). The numerical results have been performed us-

ing MATLAB, Simulink 6.0 and Aerospace Blockset 1.6

toolbox. This adds reliability to the proposed approach:

r̈α +
µ · r2

|r2|
3

=
µ · r1

|r1|
3

+
Fc(t)

mS

, (2)

ISϖ̇S + ϖS × (IS ·ϖS) = Mc(t) , (3)

where in Eq. (2) r2 is the position of Sd in UE , rα = r2−r1

is the position of Sr in UEd , Fc(t) – the controlling force
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Table 1

Simulations parameters

Initial Initial Mass Interia Total time Time Camera

Satellite orientation rate [kg] tensor of simulation for optimization frequency

[rad] [rad/s] [kg ·m
2] [s] T

(

(t {sopt},t{ f opt}
)

[Hz]

Target (0.5,0.01,0.2) (0.3,0.2,0.1) 2366 diag(4069,12030,11029) 500 (260,370) 10

(passive)

Service (0,π /4,0) (0,0,0) 189 diag(13,38,35)

(active)

of Sr motion, and in Eq. (3) ω is angular velocity of Sr,

Mc(t) – the controlling torque of Sr motion, ms – mass of

satellite Sr, and Is – inertia dyadic of satellite Sr.

3. Simulation example and conclusions

The simulation results for a specific approach are presented

in Fig. 4. The simulation includes all maneuvers considered

in the scenario:

– translational motion;

– adjustment of rotational motion;

– orbiting over Sd ;

– spiraling to a close distance.

The computations were performed using Runge-Kutta

(ode45) procedure. The servicing and target satellites are

in the same orbit: altitude 200 km with zero inclination and

Fig. 4. Position and velocity of service satellite during approach-

ing maneuver: (a) stages 1 and 2; (b) stages 3 and 4.

distance between satellites equal to 1 km. The simulation

parameters are listed in the Table 1.

The servicing satellite (Sr), before starting the approach-

ing maneuver, analyzes rotational motion of the target

satellite (Sd) and determines its orientation [3, 4]. Then,

it calculates the approaching trajectory and starts to re-

alize it. In Fig. 5 the estimation error of Euler angles

as determined by the Sr vision system is shown. During

the maneuver, the final position is iteratively corrected.

Fig. 5. Standard deviation of estimated error of Euler angles.

In Fig. 4 the trajectory and velocity during stage 1–4 is

presented with fine resolution. The rendezvous position

(in the end of stage 2) is optimal from the point of view

of fuel consumption. In the stage 3, the position of (Sr)

(solid line) with respect to the target satellite (dashed line)

is constant and the distance between the object is equal

to 5 m. In the stage 4, the spiral motion of Sr toward

Sd is executed. In the rightmost part of the plot Sr (solid

line) approaches the target satellite to a distance of 1 m

(dotted line).

The plots in Fig. 6 show the corresponding result for

the rotational motion. The solid line represents Euler an-

gles (ϕ ,θ ,ψ) and angle-rate (p,q,r) of Sr, respectively,

and the dotted line describes the same parameters for Sd .

In the stages 3 and 4 these parameters are the same for both

satellites. The obtained accuracy of the whole maneuver is

about 6 cm.
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Fig. 6. Orientation and angular velocity of service satellite during

approaching maneuver.

Fig. 7. Kinetic energy of translational (left axes) and rotational

(right axes) motion.

The last plot (Fig. 7) presents the kinetic energy of Sr as

it changes during the rendezvous. The right part (dotted

line) corresponds to the rotational motion, while the left

one to the translational motion (dashed line).
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Paper Feasibility study of the space

synthetic aperture radar

for the SSETI-ESMO project
Bartosz Dawidowicz and Krzysztof Kulpa

Abstract— The following paper presents the analysis of the

feasibility study of the SAR radar for lunar space missions.

The European Students Moon Orbiter (ESMO) project is con-

ducted by the Students Space Exploration and Technology

Initiative (SSETI) association. The phase A of this project

is supported by the European Space Agency (ESA).

Keywords— SSETI, ESMO, feasibility study, space SAR radar.

1. Introduction

For many years space technology has been out of reach

for many scientists or students. This situation was changed

at the beginning of the 21st century, when in 2001, the

European Space Agency (ESA)1 Education Office founded

the Student Space Exploration and Technology Initiative

(SSETI)2 association. The main objective of the SSETI

association was to motivate the large number of students

from European countries to participate in space projects

and learn more about the space and science in general.

The SSETI association is supported by ESA. This has en-

abled students participating in these projects to exchange

information with experts from ESA and perform tests of

the designed space components at the ESTEC Test Center

Laboratory (Noordwijk, The Netherlands). Students are re-

sponsible for designing and manufacturing the whole space-

craft. Currently, there are two active SSETI space projects:

European Student Earth Orbiter (ESEO) and European Stu-

dent Moon Orbiter (ESMO). The paper presents the con-

cept of the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) subsystem of

the second project. This concept has been worked out

by students from space synthetic aperture radar (SSAR)

team, who have gained already practical experience with

SAR technology, developing and implementing SAR algo-

rithms and processing the recorded data from the airborne

campaigns [12, 19]. The example of SAR image obtained

from recorded data is presented in Fig. 1.

The involvement of students in working projects has the

great educational impact. Nowadays many educational insti-

tutions intend to incorporate such projects into their teach-

ing process. The description of another student educa-

tional radar project can be found in [15]. In that case

students has designed the laboratory models of Doppler

1ESA, http://www.esa.int
2SSETI, http://www.sseti.org

Fig. 1. Results of the SAR processing performed by the students:

Łeba village (Poland).

and SAR radar. Reading their paper, everyone can notice

that this project gained their enthusiasm and helped them

to enhance the educational experience.

2. The SSETI-ESMO

The ESMO satellite is going to be orbiting around the

Moon and collecting the Moon surface 3D images. It

will be treated as the reconnaissance platform, as well as

a step towards the missions to other planets. The launch

of the satellite is expected in 2010 year with the use of

the Ariane 5 rocket. At the time being, there is no final

decision about the ESMO payload. Several possibilities

are taken into account. The basic SSETI-ESMO experi-

ment plan consists of: reaching the Moon orbit, making of

2D/3D maps of the Moon surface using optical cameras,

synthetic aperture radar in 2D mode and/or interferometric

synthetic aperture radar (IfSAR) in 3D mode, making the

Moon hight map using laser hight finder of LIDAR (light

detection and ranging), the Moon magnetic field study and

landing of student-made object at the Moon surface. The

satellite in transportation phase should fit into the cylin-

der 1.5 m height and 1.5 m in diameter. The mass of the

satellite should be below 300 kg. The weight of the SAR

payload should not exceed the 20 kg. The whole ESMO

mission should take 1 month.

To fulfill all the requirements, operational team has per-

formed feasibility study on space SAR technology, col-

lecting many different ideas described in open literature.

The work has been started by analyzing the geometry of
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the space borne SAR system. The comprehensive analysis

of that problem can be found in [14]. In the second step,

the fundamentals of the SAR technology for airborne and

space applications have been reviewed. In the article [6]

the basic description of radar system design and the limita-

tions of the SAR radar swath width (coverage), range and

azimuth resolution in function of radar velocity, antenna

dimensions and pulse repetition frequency can be found.

After wide analysis of above (and many others) articles

and the construction of ESA and NASA SAR satellites, the

students SSAR team proposed the ESMO SAR experiment

plan. There are planned three stages of SAR image forma-

tion. In the first stage the Moon surface will be scanned by

SAR/IfSAR radar, and the raw radar data will be stored on

the board of the satellite. In the second stage the collected

data should be transmitted to the data ground station on

the Earth. In the last (third) stage, the final SAR image

will be formatted off-line, after application of all required

corrections (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The SSAR experiment plan.

The authors of this paper reviewed the state of art and

the future trends in the spaceborne SAR technology. The

design consideration about the key hardware blocks will be

briefly discussed in Section 4.

3. The SAR, IfSAR technology

Synthetic aperture radar is an aircraft or spacecraft

mounted sensor designed to obtain high-resolution radar

images of the observed terrain by means of microwave ra-

diation [9]. In this case of imaging, the radar is placed on

moving platform. Radar pulses are aimed towards the Earth

or another planet. The obtained image is a two dimensional

estimate of the electromagnetic reflectivity of the mapped

area. The resulting radar image is characterized by resolu-

tion in two directions: slant-range and cross-range. Slant-

range refers to the range transversal to the path of flight,

while cross-range refers to the range along the path of flight

(see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The SAR geometry.

Fine slant-range resolution is obtained by transmission of

frequency modulated (FM) pulses, a technique used in

many different types of radars, not only in SAR. The slant-

range resolution depends on the transmitted signal band-

width, according to the following equation:

δr =
c

2B
,

where: c – light velocity, B – transmitted signal bandwidth.

Cross-range resolution in SAR is obtained by coherent in-

tegration of the received signal, as the radar travels along

the mapped area. The process of coherent integration can

be thought of as the formation of the large antenna – the

synthetic aperture. The theoretically achievable cross-range

resolution is equal to the half of the real antenna aperture

(antenna along-track length).

Both, slant-range resolution and cross-range resolution do

not vary with the distance between the radar and the tar-

get. The process of SAR image formation can be divided

into two consecutive stages: range processing and azimuth

processing. These two steps correspond to resolution im-

provement in two different directions. The range processing

(also called pulse compression) is realized by matched fil-

tering of the received FM signal. The result of the pulse

compression is a series of so called range profiles, which

are used in further processing. This part of processing is

relatively simple, because the parameters of the matched

filter are independent of the platform movement and hence

are invariant in time. The following step is the azimuth

processing which is the essential part of SAR processing.

Similarly as in pulse compression, the azimuth compression

uses matched filtering. However, this time radar platform’s

movement strongly influences on the received signal. For

this reason the matched filter has to be constantly adjusted

to the changing situation. Since there is no navigation

system providing that information with required accuracy,
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the sophisticated motion compensation algorithms based on

received signal are used. For high-resolution imaging, in-

stead of using two single-dimensional filters, it is necessary

to use more complicated 2-dimensional filter to mitigate the

range-migration effects.

Fig. 4. The IfSAR geometry.

An extension of SAR technology is the IfSAR technology.

Using IfSAR configuration (Fig. 4) 3D high resolution im-

ages can be obtained. The resulting 3D radar image can be

characterized by the resolution in three directions: slant-

range, cross-range and height. The IfSAR configuration

consists of two receiving antennas so the same objects are

observed from different angles. This causes a phase shift

between the received signals which enables the height es-

timation of the observed objects [13].

4. Space SAR system considerations

The feasibility of designing and manufacturing of SAR

radar for small satellite is limited by the available tech-

nology, including antenna technology, microwave transmit-

ters’ technology, digital signal processor (DSP) technol-

ogy and others. Especially in this project, such technol-

ogy must be available for student team. It is assumed that

the temperature for the electronic components should be

Fig. 5. The SAR radar block diagram. Explanations: FTU –

formatter and timing unit, LOU – local oscillator unit.

between –40◦C to +85◦C (industrial or military grade).

The classical concept of space SAR system is presented

in [2]. On the basis of the above mentioned concept, the

SSAR team proposed the functional block diagram of the

SAR radar (Fig. 5).

The payload computer unit controls all aspects of payload

operations. The high power microwave circuit (HPMC)

provides the amplification of the radar signal from the LPT

(for radar pulse transmission) or received by the antenna.

Timing and data handling system (T&DH) provides very

stable synchronization (master oscillator) of every SAR

subsystem and formats the received raw data for storage in

the on-board memory and transmission to the Earth. The

key system blocks for every SAR radar are: antenna, mi-

crowave transmitter-receiver, memory storage devices and

signal processing subsystem (performing calibration and

image formation tasks).

4.1. Antenna subsytem

There are two main antennas technologies which can be

taken into consideration: planar and dish antenna. The

main advantage of the dish antenna is the ease of the man-

ufacturing and simplicity. The main disadvantage is its

weight and dimensions. The alternative concept is the us-

age of planar antennas. The planar antenna can be designed

and manufactured in three technologies: waveguide, mi-

crostrip and as an active array of T/R modules. However,

the fast development of the active antenna arrays enables

new processing schemes in SAR technology [17]. The us-

age of such device in this project seams to be impossible

because of the high costs of this technology. The usage of

the waveguide or microstrip technology seems rather inter-

esting, due to antenna low weight, low manufacturing costs

and wide bandwidth.

4.2. Microwave amplifier (HPMC subsystem)

The authors of [1] deal with the problem of building a small

(less than 120 kg) satellite with SAR radar on-board.

The main conclusions are that manufacturing and building

SAR radar for microsatellite is feasible, however its param-

eters (resolution) won’t be comparable with big systems

like ERS 1/2 or EnviSAT. The main advantage of such

system would be low costs of obtaining satellite SAR im-

ages. The effective swath size would be about 3 km width

(antenna aperture width about 2 m). Such satellite could

operate at the altitude of 400–500 km, using the 300 W

TWT (travelling wave tube) amplifier. The SSAR team

performed similar studies taking into account technology

available for the students at Warsaw University of Technol-

ogy and the cost reduction. The main assumptions were as

follows: X-band radar, 11 dB detection threshold, 12 dB of

total hardware system loss, 0.7× 1.5 m antenna aperture,

2.5 kHz pulse repetition frequency, 50 µs pulse time du-

ration. The transmitted pulse power in the SAR mode

for 30 km orbit, 60 km orbit, 120 km orbit height and
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45
◦ incidence angle were as follows: 10.3 W (1.2 W aver-

age), 82.4 W (9 W average), 659 W (72 W average). It ap-

peared that the best solution for this student project is to use

solid state amplifier. That limits the orbit to about 60 km,

because of the maximum available transmitting power.

4.3. The SAR data compression

The SAR technology generates high amount of data. For

example for the SAR radar analyzed in this article raw rate

data transfer can be up to 10 Mbit/s for the 12 bit ADC

(analog to digital converter) [10]. The study of the litera-

ture [23] and SSAR team research [10] showed that SAR

data can be sampled using 8–12 bit ADC and than degraded

to 1–4 bit representation using block adaptive quantization

(BAQ) algorithm [21]. The example images obtained using

12 bits data and 1 bit data are presented in Figs. 6 and 7,

respectively.

Fig. 6. The SAR image for 12 bit ADC.

Fig. 7. The SAR image for 1 bit ADC.

Comparing these images (Figs. 6 and 7), it can be

clearly seen that the image degradation is acceptable.

More detailed analysis can be found in [10]. To simplify

the hardware installed on the satellite, it is assumed that

final image processing will be performed on the Earth,

using PC’s and software SAR processor developed by the

SSAR team.

4.4. Data storage subsystem

The raw radar data must be stored on the board of SAR

satellite prior to sending it to the Earth ground station.

There are two reasons for this temporary storage – the satel-

lite can scan the part of Moon invisible from the Earth and

this same microwave system will be used both for SAR

scanning and for data comunication. The fundamental in-

formation about designing data storage system for space

application can be found in [16]. There are several candi-

dates for mass storage in the outer space. It is possible to

record data using hard disks, magnetic tapes, optical discs

and solid stat memories (DRAM, EEPROM). After inten-

sive analysis, the SSAR team has chosen 2 GB solid state

memory for storing raw SAR radar data, photos and data

from other measurements. To reduce the costs, the com-

mercial off-the-shelf (COTS) memory components should

be used. To enhance its reliability the redundancy and error

detection and correction (EDAC) codes should be consid-

ered [4, 24]. SAR technology generates large amounts of

data and requires high speed data bus (HSDB) to trans-

fer them between transmitter/receiver system and process-

ing and storage system. Very good comparison of data

buses properties for space applications is given in [18].

It seems that the most adequate standard to use in the

small/microsatellite are the Spacewire [22], and IEEE 1394.

The idea of such network is described in [5]. These two

buses are very compatible at the physical level and therefore

can easily be combined. Analysis presented in that paper

shows that the effectiveness of the IEEE 1394/Spacewire

architecture can achieve the same fault tolerance capability

as the IEEE 1394/I2C architecture with less redundancy.

The components for building such network can be imple-

mented in the field programmable gate array (FPGA) struc-

ture [11, 20].

The architecture of the processing and storage data sys-

tem are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the payload

subsystems should be connected to the HSDB for fast data

Fig. 8. Processing and storage architecture. Explanation:

OBDH – on-board data handling.
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exchange and storing in the on-board memory. For the cost

and weight reduction, the hardware of the SAR and com-

munication (COMM) systems can be partially combined

together [7, 8].

4.5. The ESMO SAR satellite vision

After careful and detail analysis, the SSAR team proposed

the first vision of the ESMO satellite (Fig. 9). This concept

is similar to the one used for the TerraSAR-X [3] satellite.

The shape of this satellite is compact and easy to manufac-

ture. The number of moving parts is minimized. The other

advantage is connected with the fact that for the certain

height and width (during the transport, the satellite should

fit in the specific cylinder) a prism has a bigger capacity

than a cuboid.

Fig. 9. The SSETI-ESMO satellite vision.

The main advantage of using non moving solar panels, is

the simplification of the satellite design and reduction of the

probability of system failure. However, during all satellite

maneuvers, the precise position of the Sun must be taken

into account. Especially during SAR scanning the ESMO

satellite must be between the Sun and the Moon’s surface.

The feasibility of the IfSAR mode requires further stud-

ies. The main problem is that the second antenna must

be equipped with deployable boom. The position and the

baseline (length of the boom) between the two antennas

have to be known precisely [17].

5. Conclusions

Analysis presented in this paper shows that building SAR

radar for small lunar satellite is feasible. The SSAR team

has the potential to design space SAR radar and develop

the algorithms for SAR data processing. Students at the

Warsaw University of Technology have the technical abil-

ity to design and manufacture the low frequency part of the

system, specify the requirements for the microwave fron-

tend and antenna, implement algorithms for space SAR

system control and off-line processing of raw SAR data.

The members of the SSAR team think that the state of

art of electronic and software engineering technology en-

ables the usage of some COTS components and indus-

trial standards. This of course degrades the reliability of

the system, but such solutions are used with success in

many “low budget” space projects.
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Paper Summary of SSETI Express

satellite mission – gained experience
Karol Kardach and Damian Wydymus

Abstract— In the following paper we present the results of our

input in the first of SSETI space missions: SSETI Express, the

predecessor of ESEO mission, which we are currently working

on, the experience we have gained from this project and how

it can benefit us during the upcoming ESEO mission.

Keywords— spaceborne patch antennas, students satellite,

SSETI.

1. Introduction

We represent a group of students from Wrocław Univer-

sity of Technology participating in the SSETI associa-

tion. Student Space Exploration and Technology Initia-

tive (SSETI) is a non-profit organization founded by the

Education Office of the European Space Agency (ESA).

Its objective is to create a network of students in order

to design, build, launch and operate satellites and space-

craft.

This paper will focus on our team’s commitment to SSETI

Express satellite space mission, which is one of educational

programs operated under the SSETI association, the expe-

rience we have gained through participating in this project

and how the lessons learnt can benefit us during future

missions.

2. The mission

The idea of SSETI Express mission came out from an-

other project European Students Earth Orbiter (ESEO).

As the students participating in SSETI projects are reg-

ular full time students who have their own classes and

finals, working on SSETI projects is something they do

after hours. The point is that making the ESEO satellite

mission happen was taking so long that there has been an

uncertainty whether the students working on this project

will ever see the results of their work. Besides, there has

been a need for testing of specific designs and concepts for

the ESEO mission. And that is how the idea of SSETI

Express came out.

One of the priorities of SSETI Express mission was

speed – the plan was that the SSETI Express satellite will

be made ready for launch out of the components we al-

ready had for ESEO mission, in the shortest time possible.

But of course fast could not mean not-precise. There have

been also several goals set for SSETI Express that were

different from the ESEO mission. Besides the educational

part, main goals of SSETI Express mission included:

• taking pictures of the planet Earth and sending them

back to Earth;

• providing connectivity for radio amateurs in the UHF

band and most significantly, because SSETI Express

would be the first satellite ever to do it;

• taking up into space on its own board three other

satellites – so called “cube-satellites” to be released

later, when SSETI Express in space:

– XI-V, designed by University of Tokyo (Japan);

– UWE-1, by University of Würzburg (Germany);

– Ncube-2, by Andoya Rocket Range (Norway).

The basic schedule outline of the SSETI Express mission

was as follows:

• February/March 2004: start of the project;

• July 2004 – March 2005: building a test model (fit-

check) and flight model integration;

• April – May 2005: testing of the satellite;

• July 2005: SSETI Express ready for shipment to

Plesetsk space center;

• 27th of September 2005: launch date.

Our task in SSETI Express mission was to design

a telecommunication subsystem for the satellite along

with AMSAT UK. In particular, we were responsible for

the following components:

• low gain antennas (LGAs) for S-band shown in

Fig. 1, including:

– internal back shielding boxes, protecting other

electronic devices onboard the satellite against

electromagnetic interference caused by antenna

back radiation;

– external protective caps for the antennas;

• transceiver enclosure with integrated microwave an-

tennas divider (Fig. 2);

• microwave cabling with clamps holding the cables

inside satellite structure (Fig. 2).

During the testing phase carried out in Poland as well as in

ESTEC (European Space Technology and Research Cen-

ter, Noordwijk – The Netherlands) and in Saab Ericsson
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Fig. 1. The antenna: top (a) and bottom (b) views.

Fig. 2. Transceiver enclosure with power divider and fixed mi-

crowave cables.

Space (Sweden) it turned out that our components at-

tained good characteristics and values of specific parame-

ters. LGAs which weighted only 46 g (100×100×10 mm)

each had 7 dBi of gain, while exhibiting an excellent right

handed circular polarization (RHCP) values in wide range

of elevation angle. Return loss of each antenna stayed

above 25 dB in the operating band.

Our microwave divider delivered superior values of its

parameters as well: return loss above 20 dB and isola-

tion above 25 dB – over the full operating band in both

cases.

Besides that, members of our team have built our own

ground station for the purpose of receiving signals from

the SSETI Express satellite. The ground station is capable

of operating in both SSETI Express satellite bands: UHF –

437.250 MHz and S-band – 2401.835 MHz. Currently after

the failure of the electrical power subsystem of the SSETI

Express satellite, the ground station is receiving signals

from cube-sats that SSETI Express has taken up into space

on its board.

3. Lessons learnt

While working on the SSETI Express project we had an

undisputed opportunity to improve our skills in several

fields, pertaining to both technical issues and interpersonal

skills. In particular, we can say that the most important

issues are related to:

– team work,

– managing of work,

– cooperating on the international level,

– exchange of information.

In order to achieve success as a team it is critical that all

the individuals working on the project should understand

they should put aside their personal ambitions and realize

what a team work is in order to be effective.

First of all, responsibilities and tasks should be clearly de-

fined and assigned to specific members of the team, so it is

clear who is responsible for what, in case somebody falls

behind.

Since it is a student project and people come and people

go it is important that the rotation of people be balanced –

fresh brains mean new ideas, however it takes time before

newbies gain necessary knowledge and it takes time to pass

on the knowledge from the more experienced team mem-

bers. Information flow is the key. Especially because it is

an international project we have noticed that for work to be

more efficient it is critical that there is a flawless flow of in-

formation both between members of one team and between

teams from different universities.

When it comes to technical issues, we would mention the

following:

• Internal communication must be clearly described

to avoid protocol incompatibilities between onboard

subsystems of the satellite. The entire telecommuni-

cation subsystem shall be described in a single, sepa-

rate document (i.e., this approach protects from data

type incompatibilities during the process of exchang-

ing the data between systems).

• Housing – high frequency chain should be always

very well separated from other chains to avoid inter-

ference of any kind.
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• Redundancy can significantly increase device relia-

bility, if the design is done in a proper way. A method

of detecting malfunctions and switching algorithms

must be prepared with the highest attention. We find

important that the redundancy systems are not over-

built and too complicated.

• Receiver – both primary and secondary receivers

should work simultaneously because their switching

in case of a failure of the active one would be im-

possible.

• Transmitter – redundancy of the transmitter should

also be ensured in case of a failure. Switching could

be realized on command from the ground station.

• Planning of placement of cables should be arranged

in close collaboration with people responsible for

harnessing, to let us choose the optimal solution.

• All connectors should be checked in detail with ap-

propriate cables before applying them for temperature

cycles, pressure and vibration tests to avoid discon-

nection.

• Electronic devices aboard satellite must be resistant

to effects caused by ionizing radiation (i.e., hopping

of bits) and electrostatic discharges. Also they should

work in a wide range of temperatures.

We took our lesson from the SSETI Express mission and

we try to apply what we have learnt to the ESEO project

we are currently working on.

In addition, we put bigger emphasis on communication be-

tween teams, trying to work out every single detail and

issue. We make sure that every team is being represented

during all the chats that we hold on regular basis. To im-

prove communication and information flow we also decided

to go for additional chats – specific subjects and subsystems

oriented.

As for the internal group improvements, we decided – again

for a better information flow which is the key – that ev-

ery new member of our team will from now on have his

own individual tutor to guide him and introduce him to the

project and the particular tasks he will be working on, from

the general view to the very details.

We meet more often in person to discuss details of proposed

technical solutions.

We also pay more attention to previously considered maybe

not so relevant details while working on the documentation,

since it is the main source of information about our sub-

system for the other groups.

Since there had been problems with overheating of the

S-band transmitter during the SSETI Express mission we

now pay way more attention to temperature-related speci-

fications and issues related to overheating of devices. So

now, while working on ESEO we have even invited a group

of heat dissipation specialists to help us solve possible over-

heating problems.

And finally we try to develop our whole telecommunication

subsystem according to standards set forth by The Consul-

tative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) that

guarantee a proper functioning of devices that have been

used.

Concluding, we hope that we will benefit from the expe-

rience gained throughout the SSETI Express mission and

that it will help us in designing better telecommunication

subsystems for the ESEO mission that we are currently

working on and the upcoming European Student Moon

Orbiter (ESMO) mission.
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Paper Building distributed
ground station system with radio amateurs

Marcin Stolarski and Wiesław Winiecki

Abstract— The paper concerns radio amateur satellites that

are built by international student teams. For contacting

a satellite, a single ground station is usually used. In this con-

figuration and with the satellite on the low Earth orbit (LEO),

teams have contact only for about 40 minutes per day. If the

satellite has service for radio amateurs, they use it for 20 hours

per day. A lot of them have connection to Internet. This is a

big difference. In this paper, is shown how they can use the

radio amateur transceivers and antenna systems in order to

build ground stations network named distributed ground sta-

tion system (DGSS). Frequencies, types of modulations, cal-

culation of power budge, and the ways to control amateur

stations by the Internet are also shown. These are essential

procedures, because radio amateurs have their standards and

habits. Finally a proposal of implementation dedicated DGSS

system for radio amateurs with and without use of APRS net-

work is put forward. Distributed ground station is one of the

experiments on PW-Sat satellite, which is being build on the

Warsaw University of Technology.

Keywords— space technology, satellite communications, radio

amateurs.

1. Introduction

The connection between Earth and the satellite is usually

made via one ground station. Only in special situations

and for a particular mission, stations situated all around

Earth are being used. But this solution is much more ex-

pensive, which is not acceptable in amateur space missions,

for example in AMSAT [1] programme. On the other hand,

a single ground station has restricted range, which depends

on the position of ground station and a satellite’s orbit. Be-

cause of this the greater part of the mission does not have

contact with the satellite, which in turn causes the reduction

of the amount of data transmission between Earth and the

satellite. A lot of radio amateurs have proper devices for

radio amateur satellite communication and Internet connec-

tion. If they would like to cooperate, the communication

through most of the orbit would be possible. In this arti-

cle, the results of mathematical analysis carried out with

author’s software named distributed ground station system

(DGSS) calculator will be shown. This software simulates

optical visibility between the satellite and a ground sta-

tion [2–5], and calculates parameters like free space loss

(FSL) [3, 4] or bit error rate (BER) [3]. It can also calculate

position of a satellite due to Keplerian elements [2–5].

2. Single ground station analysis

In Figs. 1 and 2 one can see an analysis of a single ground

station radio-wave range for International Space Station

(the orbit of 370 km has been chosen to emphasise the

differences shown later in the paper).

Fig. 1. Free space loss [dB].

Fig. 2. Bit error rate.

Figure 1 shows FSL (Eq. (1)) in relation to distance be-

tween the satellite and a ground station for frequency

f = 433 MHz in the optical horizon:

FSL [dB] = 10 log

(

4πR

λ

)2

, (1)

λ =
c

f
, (2)

where: R – distance, c – speed of light.

Beyond the horizon FSL is assumed to be equal to ∞.

Next, the bit error rate (Eq. (3)) was calculated on the basis

of FSL:

BER =
1

2
e

SN [dB]B

−2BR , (3)

SN [dB] =

+ TX power [dBw]

+ TX gain ant

+ RX gain ant [dBi]

−FSL [dB] . (4)
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For the calculation the following parameters have been es-

tablished: frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation, bit

rate BR = 1200 bit/s, canal bandwidth B = 7 kHz, power

of transmitter 5 W, gain of transmitter antenna 0 dBi, gain

of receiver antenna 6 dBi. The calculated BER was be-

tween 10
−14 and 10

−32.

3. Distributed ground station

system analysis

The automatic position reporting system (APRS) [6, 7] is

used by a lot of radio amateurs. Its job is to send the radio

station position via radio to the APRS network. A typical

APRS station can receive packets from other stations via

radio and forward them via radio or the Internet.

In one week the activity of around 14 000 stations may be

observed (Fig. 3), and the amount of data transferred by

Internet servers is close to 250 MB per day. Most of it

is generated in USA and the European countries (Fig. 4).

APRS stations function also in other parts of the word. If

the range of the satellite at 370 km would be simulated

(Fig. 5), it could be seen that a satellite will be able to

communicate with the APRS net in most of the areas.

Fig. 3. The APRS stations.

Fig. 4. The APRS packets.

Over USA and the EU the number of APRS stations within

the range of the satellite exceeds 600. The results of the-

oretical FSL (Eq. (5)), assuming that the received energy

will be summed, are visible in Fig. 6:

FSLT [dB] = 10 log

(

n

∑
i=1

10
FSLi [dB]

10

)

. (5)

In comparison with FSL of a single ground station, the

FSL here is lower by about 25 dB.

Fig. 5. Stations in range.

Fig. 6. Theoretical free space loss [dB].

Because it is rather impossible to connect all the anten-

nas to a single receiver, the author proposes to carry out

a comparative analysis of the received packets. The first

idea is to compare BER of all the stations within a range,

and chose the packet for the lowest one. This method will

ensure keeping BER (Eq. (6)) between 10
−4 and 10

−36

(Fig. 7):

BERMIN =
n

MIN
i=1

(BERi) . (6)

A more advanced solution is also possible. The author’s

second proposition is to send raw data to the server,

which would make the comparative analysis through vot-

ing between particular bits of particular packets. With

the large number of stations we get a large number of

Fig. 7. Minimal bit error rate.
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Fig. 8. Bit error rate.

packets to compare, which allows reducing BER (Eq. (7))

up to 10
−30792 (Fig. 8):

BER0 =
n

∏
i=1

BERi . (7)

With such low BER one can considerably reduce the power

of a transmitter, or increase transmission speed to the

point where it would be possible to receive the packets

with BER not higher than 10
−4 on a given area. This

would allow reducing the power on the satellite or increas-

ing the amount of transmitted data.

4. Automatic position reporting system

The empirical verification of the proposed methods of re-

ducing BER could be performed in the APRS net. There

are different kinds of communications transmitted via this

net. The first one contains the geographical situation of

a station and some additional information, for instance

the speed of the vehicle on which a station in located.

The second kind of packets is telemetry. Its main use

is transmitting information from weather stations, but any

other kind of information can also be transmitted. The third

kind of communications is short messages.

The packets of the first two kinds are broadcasted to all

units of the APRS net. The amount of packets sent via

radio is territorially restricted on account of radio wave

link capacity. The full stream of data may be received via

Internet.

The messages are being sent in a different manner. The

messages are of two kinds. The first one is the bulletins,

which are sent to all stations. The second one is private

messages, which are sent to specific recipients.

The APRS net sends this kind of messages for re-

transmitting to all stations connected to the Internet. If one

of the stations hears the station of the addressee on a ra-

dio port within a specific period of time (usually 30 min),

the re-transmission of the message via the radio port goes

through. When the addressee receives the message, he

sends a confirmation message to the sender.

This way of communication is not 100% successful, but it

is sufficient for radio amateurs. It is also used for commu-

nication with radio amateur satellites [1]. However, it has

some flaws. While the system enables receiving telemetry

from the satellite when it is within the range of the net,

sending messages to the satellite via the net is virtually im-

possible. When the satellite is, for instance, over USA, it

is within the range of over 600 stations, and if all of them

re-transmit the message to the satellite at once (because

they all heard the satellite within the last 30 min) the pack-

ets will collide in the radio wave and such packet will not

be received correctly. Because of this, transmission to the

satellite is possible only when it is directly over the main

ground station.

The author proposes to solve this problem by providing ra-

dio amateurs with special client software. Such a client

would receive the re-transmission packet by a separate

channel, which would allow for the message to be trans-

mitted only to the chosen station.

The second problem concerns the legal aspects of working

with the APRS net. The national and international regula-

tions demand that transmissions via radio amateur systems

be overt (not encoded). This makes a satellite vulnerable

to an unauthorised access of other radio amateurs.

The author proposes to carry out the authorisation by means

of an electronic signature. Every message to the satellite

would be signed electronically by the operation team and

the satellite would only accept the commands signed in

this way. Still, there is a risk of a signed message be-

ing intercepted and re-transmitted again by an unauthorised

sender. To eliminate this risk, the addition of an incre-

mented counter to the message is proposed, which would

allow eliminating the already used packets.

5. Distributed ground stations system

In order for the experiment to take advantage of all the pos-

sibilities of a diffused packet analysis, the author proposes

to construct a system of a diffused ground station. Such

a system would make use of a couple of subsystems.

The DGSS elements are:

• Local ground station for a direct communication with

a satellite in case of unavailability of the distributed

system.

• Remote control ground station also known as virtual

ground station [8]. The system would allow for a re-

mote managing of a radio amateur station through

the remote turning of radio amateur antennas and al-

tering the radio frequency.

• Distributed client server communications system for

collecting raw data from the station in order to pro-

cess it later. The packets to be send to a satellite

would be sent in a return channel. This system would

assess the quality of data (it would foresee BER on

the basis of the location of a station and a satel-

lite). It would also decide which station would be

most suitable for sending the packets to a satellite
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(on the basis of the quality of the received packets

and theoretical capabilities resulting from a mathe-

matical model).

• Packet voting system (PVS) for comparing many

packets (even the damaged ones) received simulta-

neously by many stations (parallel receiving system).

Eventually, the correct packets with the information

from a satellite would be received.

• Remote control console is a panel for receiving the

decoded telemetry of a satellite with PVS, and cre-

ating the packets with commends for a satellite.

6. Summary

The author presented a new method of space communica-

tion, which uses a parallel data reception from the satel-

lite and proposed a subsequent analysis in order to re-

duce BER with mathematical methods. The calculation re-

sults show a great improvement of transmission when using

a parallel reception. A practical verification of the method

could be carried out using APRS communication with cer-

tain modifications, which would allow further improvement

of BER. The experiment is planned as a part of space mis-

sion PW-Sat [9], which consist in the Warsaw University

of Technology sending a small satellite in order to check

a possibility of bringing satellites from the orbit by using

aerodynamic resistance at the orbit.
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Paper Microwave radiometry

in monitoring and emergency mapping

of water seepage and dangerously

high groundwaters
Anatoly M. Shutko, Alexander Haldin, Vladimir Krapivin, Evgenij Novichikhin, Igor Sidorov,

Yurij Tishchenko, Roland Haarbrink, Georgi Georgiev, Rumiana Kancheva, Hristo Nikolov,

Tommy Coleman, Frank Archer, Paolo Pampaloni, Simonetta Paloscia, Anatoly Krissilov,

and Adriano Camps Carmona

Abstract— Detailed and geo-referenced maps identifying the

locations of saturated and dry levees can be produced using

microwave radiometric measurements from a light aircraft or

helicopter, and integrated with GPS for positioning and orien-

tation. The development of synergetic remote sensing technol-

ogy for raised groundwater and seepage detection by the joint

use of microwave and optical data along with GIS databases

is an effective and most contemporary way of supporting risk

assessment and facilitating disaster prevention and manage-

ment. In this paper we present a remote sensing microwave

technology for monitoring and detection of areas of water

seepage through irrigation constructions, levees and dykes as

well as for revealing areas with dangerously high groundwater

level. The possibility for emergency response mapping, inte-

grated with GPS and GIS data, facilitates the risk assessment

and management services. The passive microwave radiome-

try (PMR) is based on spectral measurements in the millimetre

to decimetre range of wavelengths. Compared to other remote

sensing techniques, such as colour and infrared photography,

thermal images and lidar, PMR is the only technology taking

measurements under the earth’s surface and therefore is very

well suited for water seepage and underground water moni-

toring in a fast and reliable way.

Keywords— remote sensing, passive microwave radiometry, soil

moisture, water seepage, risk assessment.

1. Multilateral agreement

Multilateral agreement on collaboration in the field of re-

mote sensing of the Earth has been developed on the ini-

tiative of Prof. Anatoly Shutko between the following in-

stitutions:

– Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics (IRE),

Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), Moscow and

Friazino, Russia;

– Microwave Radiometer Mapping Company (Mi-

ramap) – a Dutch ESA ESTEC Startup Company,

Noordwijk, the Netherlands;

– Solar-Terrestrial Influences Laboratory (STIL), Bul-

garian Academy of Sciences (BAS), Sofia, Bulgaria;

– Centre for Hydrology, Soil Climatology and Re-

mote Sensing (HSCaRS), Alabama A&M University

(AAMU), Huntsville, USA;

– Institute of Applied Physics (IFAC), National Re-

search Council (CNR), Florence, Italy;

– Institute of Market Problems and Econo-Ecological

Studies (IMPEES), National Academy of Sciences of

Ukraine (NASU), Odessa, Ukraine;

– Politechnical University of Catalunya (UPC),

Barcelona, Spain.

Among the issues of collaboration are:

– developing technologies for water seepage detection

through levees and dykes;

– joint use of microwave, optical and other remote

sensing devices;

– developing joint scientific projects;

– conducting research, experiments and teaching.

2. Fields of application

Following are the main application fields of the project

activities:

– multispectral and multitemporal remote sensing

monitoring of land covers from mobile platforms and

aircrafts;

– hydrology [1, 2, 3];

– agriculture [4];

– forestry [5];

– ecology [6];

– risk assessment, emergency monitoring (levees and

dams damage, flooding, etc.) [6].
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3. Goals

The goal of the planed work is to create a powerful cen-

tralized information and management service by develop-

ing and adapting to the real environments of a new geo-

information monitoring system (GIMS) for land surface and

water areas monitoring. The GIMS approach has been de-

veloped at the Institute of Radioengineering and Electron-

ics, Russian Academy of Sciences (IRE RAS) [7, 8]. It is

based on the joint use of the following constituents:

– remotely sensed microwave and optical data;

– in situ measurements;

– geographic information system (GIS) and other avail-

able database information;

– mathematical modeling of the spatial-temporal vari-

ations of land covers biophysical parameters.

Thus the efforts will be focused on the creation of new

geoinformation technologies based on the combined use

of GIS with measurement and modeling results in accor-

dance with the formula: GIMS = GIS + measurements +

models. Final products will include information about:

– soil moisture;

– depth to shallow water table;

– vegetation biomass;

– contours of water seepage through levees;

– contours of flooding;

– contours of areas with destroyed drainage;

– cloudiness;

– rainfall;

– melting: freezing conditions;

– contours of water pollution in the outflow zones, river

deltas, lakes and harbors;

– risk assessment and emergency monitoring of situa-

tions associated with these phenomena.

4. Expected results

The main expected result of the project will be the de-

velopment of advanced synergetic methods for microwave

and optical remote sensing of land covers. Their utilization

along with GIS knowledge-based information will permit

the creation of GIMS, will increase data informational con-

tent and improve the possibility for emergency situations

predicting and mitigating.

5. Approach

Among the various remote sensing instrumentation used

in environmental studies microwave and optical systems

can be implemented for investigation of vegetation type

and biomass, soil moisture, dryness index, depth to shal-

low water table and buried objects location. Compared to

other remote sensing techniques, such as color and in-

frared photography, thermal images and lidar, microwave

radiometry is the only one taking measurements under

the earth’s surface and therefore is very well suited for

levee and hydrological parameters monitoring in a fast and

reliable way.

Fig. 1. Different sources of microwave radiation.

Fig. 2. Microwave windows of transparency.

Passive microwave radiometric systems record the naturally

emitted radiation in the centi- to decimetric wavelength

range. Different sources of microwave radiation are shown

in Fig. 1. Investigations of water and land surfaces are

performed in the 0.8–2.0 cm to 18–30 cm spectral bands.

Within these bands, land surface and water radiation is
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Fig. 3. Field and airborne microwave experiments.

primarily a function of the free water content in soil, but it

is also influenced by other parameters, such as vegetation

above-ground biomass, shallow groundwater, salinity and

temperature of open water. The sensitivity of microwave

measurements to these factors depends on the wave-

length.

Least influenced by different sources of “radio noise” is the

2-cm to 21-cm wavelength band (Fig. 2). At wavelengths

shorter than 0.8 cm, the surface radiation is considerably

influenced by the atmosphere (water vapour, clouds, rain).

At wavelengths longer than 21 cm, the surface radiation is

affected by the ionosphere, galaxy radiation, and technical

communication facilities. Agricultural vegetation is prac-

tically transparent at wavelengths longer than 21 cm. At

shorter wavelengths the microwave radiation is a function

of canopy type and biomass.

Optical sensors provide information about, vegetation type

and state, soil humus content and erosion, contours of wa-

ter bodies, floods, cloudiness, etc. Analysis of some ex-

perimental studies reveals the high potential and advantage

of fusing microwave and optical remote sensing data. To

find the best ways of advantageous synergetic use of mi-

crowave and optical remote sensing devices with due re-

gard to a prior knowledge-based GIS information will be

the main GIMS objective of this project.

6. Microwave radiometers

Through laboratory, field and airborne experiments (Fig. 3)

it has been documented [1–4, 7, 8] that the passive mi-

crowave radiometers, and processing/retrieval algorithms

developed at the IRE RAS are feasible to determine

the listed below soil, water and vegetation related parame-

ters:

– surface soil moisture;

– underground moistening;

– depth to a shallow water table (down to 2 m in humid

areas and down to 3–5 m in arid/dry areas);

– located on the surface and shallowly buried metal

objects of a reasonable size under dry ground condi-

tions;

– contours of water seepage through hydrotechnical

constructions (levees, dams, destroyed drainage sys-

tems, different kinds of leaks);

– biomass of vegetation above water surface or wet

ground;

– temperature increase of land, forested and volcano

areas;
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– changes in salinity/mineralization and temperature of

water surfaces;

– water surface pollution, oil slicks on water surfaces;

– on-ground snow melting;

– ice on water surfaces, roads and runways.

The operating range and errors of some land cover features

retrieval are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Range and errors of land cover parameters retrieval

Parameter
Operating

range

Maximum

absolute error

Soil moisture content [g/cc]: 0.02–0.5

– vegetation biomass less

than 2kg/m2 0.05

– vegetation biomass more

than 2 kg/m2 0.07

Depth to shallow water

table [m]: 0.3–0.6

– humid, swampy areas 0.2–2

– dry arid areas, deserts 0.2–5

Plant biomass [kg/m
2] 0–3 0.2

Water salt and pollutant

concentration [ppt] 1–300 1–5

7. Participants’ resources

Following are today’s participants and their currently

available resources:

• Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics, Rus-

sian Academy of Sciences, Russia:

– a set of microwave radiometric sensors con-

sisting of three non-scanning radiometers, operating

at the wavelengths of 6, 18 and 21 cm, a three-

channel scanning radiometer operating at the wave-

lengths of 0.8, 2 and 5.5 cm and a twin-beam 21 cm

radiometer (Tables 1, 2 and 3, Fig. 4);

– software for surface soil moisture assessment (Fig. 5);

– software for detecting areas with high groundwater

level and water seepage through levees (Fig. 6);

– data acquisition system;

– data mapping software.

Fig. 4. Scanning microwave radiometer inside a fixed-wing air-

craft.

Fig. 5. Soil moisture from airborne microwave (—) and

ground-truth measurements (•) along a transact with different

soil types (I-III).

Fig. 6. Seepage/leakage detection through levees/dikes.
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Table 2

Technical characteristics of the scanning

(H – height above ground)

Fre- Wave- Pixels/ Reso-

quency length Band scan lution Mode

[GHz] [cm]

37 0.8 Ka 32 0.04 · H Scanning

15.2 2 X 16 0.08 · H Scanning

5.5 5.5 C 6 0.13 · H Scanning

1.4 21 L 2 0.65 · H Twin-beam

Table 3

Parameters of twin-beam radiometers

Parameter Scanning system

Ground swath 1.3 · H

Power consumption 300 W

Power supply 27 VDC

Aircraft mounting hole 50 cm

Weight 130 kg

• Microwave Radiometer Mapping Company (Mi-

ramap), the Netherlands:

– light aircraft (Fig. 7);

– avionics;

– geodetic global positioning system (GPS) receiver;

– flight management system;

– portable digital optical colour camera Axis 2100

to be used for tracking on-ground objects and for

use of optical data along with microwave radiometric

data.

Fig. 7. Aircraft operation: Skymaster.

• Solar-Terrestrial Influences Laboratory, Bulgarian

Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria:

– optical spectrometer;

– data processing algorithms.

• Centre for Hydrology, Soil Climatology and Re-

mote Sensing, Alabama A&M University, Huntsville,

USA:

– unmanned helicopter (Fig. 3);

– data interpretation.

• Institute of Market Problems and Econo-Ecological

Studies, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,

Odessa, Ukraine:

– hosting autumn 2005 experiments.

• Institute of Applied Physics, National Research Coun-

cil, Florence, Italy:

– thematic data interpretation.

• Polytechnical University of Catalunya (UPC), Bar-

celona, Spain:

– thematic data interpretation.

8. Conclusions

There exists a fundamental background for bringing to-

gether an international team of experts ready to conduct

research, development, application and teaching in mi-

crowave radiometry for soil surface and underground mois-

ture investigations as well as in optical spectrometry for

soil-vegetation land covers assessment. The added-value of

the collaboration will be the implementation of advanced

technologies based on data fusion for such important and

urgent tasks as the detection of areas of water seepage

through irrigation constructions, levees and dykes and

the revealing of areas with dangerously high groundwater

level. It is our belief, that this collaboration will provide

a beneficial impact on research, application and teaching

in the field of remote sensing technologies and their oper-

ational use.
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Modeling of mixed traffic

for mobile cellular network
Imdadul Islam, Jugal Krishna Das, and Siddique Hossain

Abstract— The most convenient way of presenting one- or

two-dimensional offered traffic in a network by Markovian

chain to evaluate quality of service (QoS). Pictorial presenta-

tion of chain becomes very complicated for three dimensional

traffic case, required for voice data integrated service/mixed

traffic of mobile cellular network; hence application of cut or

node equations become a cumbersome job. This paper pro-

poses a model of three-dimensional traffic in a network for

both unlimited and limited user case. Here direct analytical

method is introduced instead of Markovian chain to achieve

traffic parameters.

Keywords— quality of service, Markovian chain, time and

call congestion, probability states and voice data integrated

network.

1. Introduction

In teletraffic engineering two different cases of traffic,

i.e., limited and unlimited users are prevalent. Both types

of traffic and their combination could be modeled using

state transition diagram/Markovian chain, to reveal differ-

ent probability states of offered traffic and their transition

based on average arrival and termination rate like in [1–5].

After modeling the chain, cut or node equations are ap-

plied to achieve relation between different probability sates.

Finally each probability state is normalized by dividing it

by entire sample space.

A good example of multi-dimensional traffic is mobile cel-

lular network where two different arrivals, i.e., new origi-

nating call and handoff arrival traffic are prevalent, summa-

rized in [6–9]. Of course, bandwidth (BW) of either traffic

is same since both are voice signals. If there is a provi-

sion of another offered traffic of different bandwidth, say

video/text/image data is added to conventional mobile cel-

lular system like voice data integrated network of [10, 11].

Three-dimensional traffic model of this paper would be

consistent with voice data integrated service and could be

an useful tool for a network planar to estimate performance

of his network.

Here the concept of two-dimensional traffic is adopted to

achieve generalized equation of probability state and block-

ing probability for three-dimensional traffic case. Sec-

tion 2 of the paper reveals theoretical analysis of three-

dimensional traffic, Section 3 proposes mathematical mod-

eling of 3D traffic, Section 4 depicts the results of pre-

vious sections and finally Section 4 concludes the entire

paper.

2. Mixed traffic model

Let us now consider a three-dimensional Markov process

where any probability state Pu,v,w reveals that a cell is occu-

pied by u voice calls of new arrival, v packet/data calls and

w handover voice calls. Assuming the bandwidth of data

call is h ≥ 2 times wider than that of voice call. State tran-

sition chain of three-dimensional mixed traffic is shown in

Fig. 1 based on general packed radio services (GPRS) net-

work of [13], birth-death process of IS-95 handoff of [14]

and multimedia traffic of [15].

Fig. 1. State transition diagram for mixed traffic.

Entire set of probability states of the transition diagram is

S =

{

(u,v,w)
∣

∣0 ≤ v + vh + w≤ n,0 ≤ u ≤ n,0 ≤ v ≤

⌊

n

h

⌋

and 0 ≤ w ≤ n

}

, (1)

where ⌊x⌋ is a floor function.

For all valid states:

∑
(u,v,w)∈S

P(u,v,w) = 1 , (2)

where S is the set of valid probability states.

Several states are unreachable, based on following six con-

ditions:

D1 =

{

1; u−1 + hv + w≤ n−1 and (u−1,v,w) ∈ S

0; otherwise
,

(3)
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D2 =

{

1; u + h(v−1)+ w≤ n−h and (u,v−1,w) ∈ S

0; otherwise
,

(4)

D3 =

{

1; u + hv + w−1≤ n−1 and (u,v,w−1) ∈ S

0; otherwise
,

(5)

E1 =

{

1; u + hv + w≤ n−1 and (u + 1,v,w) ∈ S

0; otherwise
,

(6)

E2 =

{

1; u + hv + w≤ n−h and (u,v + 1,w) ∈ S

0; otherwise
,

(7)

E3 =

{

1; u + hv + w≤ n−1 and (u,v,w+ 1) ∈ S

0; otherwise
.

(8)

Now the sum of the probabilities of complete occupation of

channels in Eq. (12) gives call blocking probability based

on [12]:

B = ∑
C∈

{

(u,v,w)
∣

∣u+hv+w=n, 0≤u≤n, 0≤v≤

⌊

n

h

⌋

, 0≤w≤n

}

P(u,v,w) . (9)

Let us now apply node equation at (u,v,w) of Fig. 1:

Pu,v,w

{

E1λvn + E2λd + E3λvh + uµvn + hvµd + wµvh

}

= Pu+1,v,w(u + 1)µvn + Pu,v+1,w(v + 1)hµd

+Pu,v,w+1(w+ 1)µvh + Pu,v,w−1 D3λvh

+Pu,v−1,w D2λd . (10)

Any probability state could be determined from a set of

such linear equations at different nodes.

3. Proposed traffic model

It would be a laborious job to determine quality of ser-

vice (QoS) or probability states of the network from a se-

ries of node equations like Eq. (10). In this section an

alternate model is proposed to determine normalized prob-

ability states or QoS directly. One of the convenient ways

of presenting two-dimensional traffic is in triangular ma-

trix form, where corresponding terms of the following two

series of A1 and A2 (A1 and A2 are the offered traffic of

M/M/n case) are multiplied:

1,
A2

1!
,

A
2

2

2!
,

A
3

2

3!
, . . . ,

A
n−2

2

(n−2)!
,

A
n−1

2

(n−1)!
,

A
n

2

n!

1,
A1

1!
,

A
2

1

2!
,

A
3

1

3!
, . . . ,

A
n−2

1

(n−2)!
,

A
n−1

1

(n−1)!
,

A
n

1

n!
.

For limited trunk case, only the probability states, Px,y sat-

isfying the condition x + y ≤ n (n is the total number of

channels) will remain in the table, form a triangular ma-

trix. Diagonal elements the table/matrix will be the com-

plete occupied states and sum of those states in normalized

form gives the call blocking probability the network.

Now rows of the triangular matrix for n channels network

would be like:
(

1
A2

1!

A
2

2

2!

A
3

2

3!
, . . . ,

A
n−2

2

(n−2)!

A
n−1

2

(n−1)!

A
n

2

n!

)

A1

(

1
A2

1!

A
2

2

2!

A
3

2

3!
, . . . ,

A
n−2

2

(n−2)!

A
n−1

2

(n−1)!

)

A
2

1

2!

(

1
A2

1!

A
2

2

2!

A
3

2

3!
, . . . ,

A
n−2

2

(n−2)!

)

...

A
n−3

1

(n−3)!

(

1
A2

1!

A
2

2

2!

A
3

2

3!

)

...

A
n

1

n!
.

Therefore complete set of occupied states (utilization of

n channels), i.e., diagonal elements of the matrix are:

A
n

2

n!
,

A
n−1

2

(n−1)!
A1,

A
n−2

2

(n−2)!

A
2

1

2!
, . . . ,

A
3

2

3!

A
n−3

1

(n−3)!
, . . . ,

A
n

1

n!
.

The normalized form of sum of complete occupied states

is given as

∴ S =

n

∑
r=0

A
r

1

r!

A
n−r

2

(n−r)!

n

∑
p=0

A
p

1

p!

n−p

∑
q=0

A
q

2

q!

. (11)

Each element of the matrix is divided by the entire sampling

space to achieve normalized probability states and blocking

probability would be the sum of normalized completely oc-

cupied states shown in Eq. (11). Probability states of three-

dimensional unlimited user’s traffic with offered traffics,

Ax, Ay and Az erlangs of equal bandwidth could be pre-

sented like triangular matrix of two-dimensional traffic tak-

ing any single traffic like Az as a parameter shown in Fig. 2.

Here the states corresponding to complete utilization of

channel are depicted with shaded block on right side for

number of channel n = 4; of course all the states are shown

here before normalization.

Now sum of complete utilized states in normalized form,

i.e., blocking probability is derived as:

B(Ax,Ay,Az,n) =

n

∑
p=0

A
p
z

p!

n−p

∑
r=0

A
r
x

r!

A
n−r−p
y

(n−r−p)!

n

∑
p=0

A
p
z

p!

n−p

∑
r=0

A
r
x

r!

n−r−p

∑
s=0

A
s
y

s!

. (12)
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Fig. 2. Probability states of 3D traffic with complete utilization states before normalization (n = 4).

Probability states of Fig. 2 could be shown more explicitly

in three-dimensional plain like Fig. 3, where each shaded

state indicates complete utilization of channels by combina-

tion of traffic Ax, Ay and Az. Arrows in z direction indicates

blocking states of Az traffic.

For non-uniform bandwidths above equations have to be

modified according to the bandwidth of offered traffic Ax,

Ay and Az. Before going to mathematical derivation, let

us assume that bandwidth of Az traffic is twice wider

than that of Ax or Ay. Now probability states of Fig. 3

would be modified like Fig. 4, where number of proba-

bility states are greatly reduced. Observing the trend of

change of Figs. 3 and 4 would help us to derive generalized

equation of probability state for non-uniform bandwidth

traffic.

Let us consider a case when bandwidth of Az traffic is

h times greater than that of Ax or Ay of course bandwidth

of Ax and Ay are equal. Blocking probability of Eq. (12)

now would be modified like follows:

B(Ax,Ay,Az,n,h) =

Ω

∑
p=0

A
p
z

p!

h−1

∑
i=0

φ

∑
r=0

A
r
x

r!

A
φ−r

y

(φ − r)!

Ω

∑
p=0

A
P
z

p!

n−hp

∑
i=0

A
i
x

i!

φ

∑
j=0

A
j
y

j!

, (13)

where Ω = ⌊n/h⌋ and φ = n− i−hp and φ ≥ 0.

Limited user’s traffic is applicable to small networks

like a micro/pico cell of a mobile cellular network with

low offered traffic, cell of a wireless local loop (WLL)
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Fig. 3. Entire probability states in 3D plain for uniform BW

(n = 4).

Fig. 4. Entire probability states in 3D plain for twice BW of

Az traffic (n = 4).

of rural area, pico net of Bluetooth, etc. For limited user

case any probability state for uniform bandwidth would

be like one shown below, based on Engset’s traffic model

of [18]:

Pr,q,p =

(

N

p

)

A
p

z

(

M

r

)

A
r

x

(

O

q

)

A
q

y

n

∑
p=0

(

N

p

)

A
p

z

n−p

∑
r=0

(

M

r

)

A
r

x

n−r−p

∑
s=0

(

O

s

)

A
s

y

, (14)

where M, O and N are the numbers of users for Ax, Ay

and Az traffic. Of course Ax, Ay and Az are now considered

as traffic intensity per user.

Probability of time congestion, i.e., percentage of total ob-

servation period, when the network remains blocked is de-

rived based on papers [18, 19], like:

BT =

n

∑
p=0

(

N

p

)

A
p

z

n−p

∑
r=0

(

M

r

)

A
r

x

(

O

n− r− p

)

A
n−r−p

y

n

∑
p=0

(

N

p

)

A
p

z

n−p

∑
r=0

(

M

r

)

A
r

x

n−r−p

∑
s=0

(

O

s

)

A
s

y

.

(15)

Probability of call congestion, i.e., percentage of lost call

is derived as

Bc

=

n

∑
p=0

(N−p)

(

N

p

)

A
p

z

n−p

∑
r=0

(M−r)

(

M

r

)

A
r

x(O−n+r+p)

(

O

n−r−p

)

A
n−r−p

y

n

∑
p=0

(N−p)

(

N

p

)

A
p

z

n−p

∑
r=0

(M−r)

(

M

r

)

A
r

x

n−r−p

∑
s=0

(O−s)

(

O

s

)

A
s

y

.

(16)

For non-uniform traffic, Eqs. (15) and (16) can be modified

according to the trend of Eqs. (12) and (13). Equations (12),

(13), (15) and (16) reveal performance of a network in

context of QoS.

4. Results and discussions

The number of complete occupied states by Az traffic

(shaded states) is 15 in both Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3

the length of sample space is 35 but that of Fig. 4 is

only 21; hence blocking probability of Az traffic would

be greater in the second case (h = 2) for the same num-

ber of channels. This phenomenon is depicted graphically

in Figs. 5 to 7, where call blocking probability is varied

against Ax, Ay for a fixed value of Az as parameters. Val-

ues of Ax/Ay is varied from 0 to 5 erl with h = 1, 2, 3,

Az = 2 erl and n = 14. For limited user case call and

time congestion are plotted in similar way varying Ax/Ay

Fig. 5. Variation of blocking probability against Ax and Ay for

a fixed value of Az (h = 1, Az = 2, n = 14).
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Fig. 6. Variation of blocking probability against Ax and Ay for

a fixed value of Az (h = 2, Az = 2, n = 14).

Fig. 7. Variation of blocking probability against Ax and Ay for

a fixed value of Az (h = 3, Az = 2, n = 14).

Fig. 8. Variation of call congestion against Ax and Ay for

a fixed value of Az (h = 1, M = 100, N = 100, O = 100, n = 14,

Az = 0.05 erl/user).

Fig. 9. Variation of call congestion against Ax and Ay for

a fixed value of Az (h = 3, M = 100, N = 100, O = 100, n = 14,

Az = 0.05 erl/user).

from 0 to 0.05 erl/user, with h = 1 and 3, M = 100,

N = 100, O = 100, n = 14, Az = 0.05 erl/user. Compa-

rison of Figs. 8 and 9 or Figs. 10 and 11 reveals the same

impact of h like unlimited users case.

Fig. 10. Variation of time congestion against Ax and Ay for

a fixed value of Az (h = 1, M = 100, N = 100, O = 100, n = 14,

Az = 0.05 erl/user).

Fig. 11. Variation of time congestion against Ax and Ay for

a fixed value of Az (h = 3, M = 100, N = 100, O = 100, n = 14,

Az = 0.05 erl/user).

Fig. 12. Comparison of time and call congestion against number

of channel (n).

Figure 12 makes a comparison of time and call conges-

tion probability, where dotted lines are represent time and

solid lines represent call congestion probability taking,

M = N = O = 20 and M = N = O = 40. Here the num-
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ber of users is lowered to visualize distinct separation

between time and call congestion. All the graphs in

this paper show very high blocking probabilities because

of taking large offered traffic compared to number of chan-

nels. In real life environment, however, the number of

channels would be selcted based on offered traffic and

required QoS, using Eqs. (12), (13) and (15), (16). We

have expected before that the entire analysis presented

here can be done using three-dimensional Markovian chain,

node equation and inverse matrix technique to solve the

linear node equation like described in [20–23] but the

analysis would be very complicated in comparison to our

model.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a mathematical model of analyzing

3D limited and unlimited user’s traffic of dissimilar band-

width. All the graphs shown in this paper (Figs. 5–12)

yield a logical result. Combination of limited and unlim-

ited user’s traffic even different call admission schemes like

“duel threshold bandwidth reservation”, “dynamic parti-

tion” could be done quite comfortably based on concept

of the paper.
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